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FOREWORD
As a part of research studies in exterior ballistics under the Bureau
of Naval Weapons Task Assignment RMMO-4Z-00g/216-1/F008-09-001,
theoretical and experimental work was carried out at the Naval _dnanco
Test Station (NOTS) during 1959 on the problem of nutation dampi_ig and
undamping in roteting budies. Possible application of this work to a
satellite being planned by the National Aeronautics and b pace Adminis-
tration (NASA) was suggested by Mr. J.D. Nicoliades of She Bureau of
Naval Weapons, RT° I•
Subsequent discussion between NASA and NOTS persormel led to
further study directed specHicaUy toward the NASA satellite nutation
damper. Because the study results continued to be promising, develop-
ment and fabrication of fuLl-scale devices were undertaker, and completed
at this Station. The project objective was to develop, design, an_ fabri-
cate a n_:tation damper for the NASA At_mospheric Structure Satei._ite,
S-6 (_plorer 17), and this report d oc_unents the work that accomplished
that objective• The effort described was per£ormed during the period
from March 1960 to March 1963, and the work carried out for NASA w_s
supported by funds transferred to this Station under NASA Purchase
Order S-4562-G.
This report was reviewed for technical adequacy by W. 11. Haseltine,
Research Department; G• Eo Sutton, University of Nevada; and D. F.
i Fitzpatrick, the NASA Project Coordinator for this project.
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NOTATION _"
A Polar moment of inertia of the main body; a coefficient in an
expression for the pendulum swinging in gravity (Appendix A}; also
the area of the surfaces causing viscous friction (Appendix B)
B Transverse moment of inertia of the main body; also a coefficient
in an expresqion for the pendulum swinging in gra,eity (Appendix A)
C Maximum amplit_ .e of the pendulum swinging i I gravity {Appe.dix A) /
F Viscous friction-force {Appendgx B); also force on the pendulum bob
in the centrifugal field (Appendix C) _
H O Total angular momentum vector of the simulator (Fig. 31)
I Moment of inertia of a pendulum about the hinge axis
K A non-dimensional design parameter (hinge-friction coefficient}
from Ref. 4
L Length of a damper pendulum from the hinge axis to the c. g.
M Mass of the main body
R Inner radius of cylindrical container used in viscosity measurement
S Non-dimensional stability parameter
T Kinetic energy
V Relative velocity of the surface0 in viscosity determination
(Appendix B)
a Radial distance to a pendulum hinge-pin
b Real radical in the sol :tion for the pendulum swinging in gravity
(Appendix A)
c Restoring moment coefficient for a pendulum swingin_ in gravity
(Appendix A)
d Separation of the surfaces (Appendix B); instantaneous distance from
the axis of the simulator, or main body, to the total spin axis at the
height, h, above the c.g. (Appendix C); also the small displacement
error between the center of the nutation dan-per and the symmetry
axis of the main body
Acceleration of gravity of the earth
iv
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h Height from the c.g. of the main body to the plane of operation of
the pendulum dampers (Fig. 13)
i The imaginary, %/_
k Pendulum-hinge coefficient of friction in. "torque = -k_0"
1 Length of the shorter cylinder in the pendulum hinge
m Mass of a damper pendulum
n Number of swings of a pendulum (Appendix A)
r Vector positions of the damper masses in the inertial coordinates
(Rei 4); and mean radius of inner and outer cylindrical surfaces
(Appendix B)
s Number of turns of the main body, or simulator, from an arbitrary
zero
t Time
& Orientation angle in the measurement of transverse moment of
inertia (Fig. Z6)
O R Angle of dynamic unbalance between the symmetry axis and the
axis of maximum moment of inertia
_9u Dynamic unbalance
Phase angle in an expressio_i for the pendulum swinging in gravity
(Appendix A)
In general, spin, or oscillation fi'equency expressed in radians per
second
cz Damping coefficient;also a construction angle (Appendix C}
A non-dimensional design par_.meter (relative to damper height} from
Ref. 4; also frequency (rad_ans per second} of the undamped pen-
dulum in gravity
7 Parameter r.-latingto manufacturing tolerances
5 A non-dimensional design parametc:r (measure of moment of inertia
ratio) (Ref. 4}
Viscosity of the hinge-damping fluid
V
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8 Instantaneous angle between the axis of the simuJator, or main
body, and the total angular momentum vector, nutation angle;
also the angle of a pendulum swirging in gravity (Appendix A)
). Coefficient in the expor_ent in a solution to the pendulum
differential equation (Appendix A)
V T,_"
_,inematic viscos ity
A non-dimensional design parameter (Ref. 4); also the radius
of gyration of the pendulum about its c.g. (Appendix A); also the
density of the damping fluid
T Torque arising from hinge friction
_0 Displacement angle of a damper pendulum from its desired
position
gh' _Z Two pendulum angles
_¢ In general, spin, _r oscillation frequency expressed in radians
per second
u0N Angular rate of nutation
_0o Total angular velocity
_0p Potar component of total angular velocity
00T Transverse component of total angular velocity
a_x,Wy,_z In order, the polar and transverse components of total
angular velocity
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NASA S-6 Satellite (Explorer 17) and Dynamical Test Vehicle.
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INTR ODU CTION
In April lO63 from Cape Canaveral, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration(NASA) Atmospheric Structure Satellite, S-6
(Explorer 17) was launched with a Thor-Delta booster and was pro-
grammed for a polar orbit of high inclination.1 The S-6 satellitewas
designed to measure the composition, density, pressure, and tempera-
ture of the rarz atmosphere at high altitudes and any variation of these
quantit:.eswith latitude and time of day. This satelliteis spin-stablized
with spin axis approximately tangent to the orb "_at injection.
In external appearance, the S-6 sstelliteis _ 3-foot-d_.ameter sphere
; with probes and antennas protruding symmetrically about the polar axis
_ (Fig. I). The sphere itselfconsists of a 0. 0Z-_nch-thick stainless-
i steel skin with joints a,.dprobe outlets welded except for the joint
between the upper and lower parts of the satellitethat is closed by 96
bolts and a copper gasket. The air maintained inside of the sphere is
at about sea level atmospheric pressure, and because the nature of the
experiment is to measure the stated quantities, no Is,k_ through the
skin can be tolerated. The general arrangement of components inside i
the sphere is indicated in Fig. 2. The major part of the total weight
(about 370 pounds) consists of the v,et-battery power pack, made of
Yardney "S!Ivercels, " in various si_es from Z to 200 ampere-hours,
These components of various shapes, sizes, and weights are so arranged
that the center of gravity (c.g. ) is near the geometrical centcr of the
sphere, Final static- and dynamic-balancing place the c,g. and the
greatest principal axis of inertia very close to the symmetry axis about
which the sphere rotates in space.
The launching sequence consisted of three stages of boost. The
first two stages were guided, or controlled° The last, or injection
stage, using an ABL X-248 motor, was spin-stabilized at about 90 rpm
(or I. 5 rps). The configuration, with booster attached to the satellite,
was elongated and the spin was about th2 longitudinal ax_s. This con-
f_guratior: is shown inside the bulbous fairing in Fig. 3. The me nent of
inert:a about any transverse axis is greater th_n that about the l_ngi-
tudinal axis, and it is known that such a body sp_.nningabout i:s long m-
axis is not stable, but develops a wobble or nutation which increases
_ith time. ,'he rate of increase approaches zero for a very rigid body,
but becomes significant for a f'mxpled co- tposite body with internal
friction.
: IApproxirnate orbit parameters were"
Inclination, deg ........... 57. 62 Apogee, mi ......... 530 fro_.
i Period, rain ............. 95.6 Perigee, r.i ......... 155
1 D
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FIG. I. NASA S-6 Atmospheric Structure Satellite,
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The thrust period of the last booster was about 38 seconds, atime
probably too short for a significantly large yawing motion to build up in
the heavy projectile, even though tbsrc should be fairly large thrust
misalignment. Ho'_evez, because aftEr-burning bursts were a probability,
it appeared necessary to keep the eFent booster attached to the satellite
for a period ot about I ,500 seconds, or Z5 minutes, after the end of
thrust. This period was long enough for a significant nutation of the
assembly to develop even though the assembly was kept as rigid as
possible. After separa_'/on from a spent motor, a satellite will retain
nutation and may even receive an additional kick during separation.
Data, taken by instruments in the satellite, were expected to have
a modulation at the spin frequency. This modulation would be unifcrm
and easily accountable if there were no nutation or wobble of the axis
and if any precession, resulting from outside torques, were slow.
Otherwise, any si&nificar.-t amount of nutation would make data reduc-
tion confusing and difficult. It was therefore necessary to damp out the
nutetion expected, and this had to be done as soon as possible so that
usable data could be gathered without delay-.
Following a review of theoretical and experimeutal research
studies in spinning body dynamics, carried out at the Naval Ordnance
Test Station (NOT_}, NASA requested that this Station develop, design,
and fabricate a nutation damper for the NASA Atmospheric Structure
Satellite, S-6.
With the S-6 satellite requirements in mind, the objective of *he
project can be de,ined as that of developing, designing, and fabricating
the best possible nutation damper mechanism which:
1. Would be passive, injecting no material into the atmosphere
about the satellite, and requiring no power to operate;
2. Could be clamped while the satellite was attached to the
booster so that during this period, the assembly would be as nearly
rigid as possible; and
3. Could be released upon radio command to provide fast nutation-
dampin 6 after the satellite was in orbit.
The associated, or implied, project requirements were:
1. To specify the limits for the moments of inertia of the satellite
so that fast nutation-damping was possible;
Z. 'ro collaborate with NASA in the specifications for the damper
mechanism weight, location, mounting, and space requirements in the
sat_Ilite; and
3. To show the effect of the various parameters of the satellite
and damper on the nutation-damping characteristics.
5
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This project objective and the details of the plan of approach ,:,ere
delineated in a "Project Plan ''2 by NOTS and a "Specificatior."-' by NASA.
This report documents the over-all effort in the assig,.nent, de-
scribing the pendulum-type nutation damper, and giving the design
study history which includes discuss;_ons of the experimental small-
model ant full-scale laboratory model simulaturs, and of tests per-
formed in each phase of the development. Appendixes A and B give
additional details found useful in the adjustment of the pendulum hinge-
friction coefficient. Appendix C expands briefly the criterion for
pendulum tuning.
J
GENERAL DESCR IPTION
The pendulum-type damper for the S-6 satellite consists of two
identical pendulum arms supported in a rigid framework that holds
them in accurate relationship to each other and tu the satellite body.
These two diametrically opposed arms are free to swing through large
arc5 h, a plane which is normal to the satellite spin axis and is dis-
placed from the center of gravity (c. g. ). Figure 4 (a) shows one
pendulum arm clamped by the caging box while the other pendulum is
free to swing. In Fig. 4(b), both pendulum arms are shown clamped in
diametrically opposed positions, as would be assumed during boost.
Table I liststhe BuWeps drawings which give detailed design informa-
tion.
The pendulum hinge-pins, spaced one inch apart, are so mounted
in the satellite that the spin axis passes exactly midway between them.
Although better tuning for more effective nutation dampi,:g might have
been obtained had this spacing been narrower, the wider spacing had
two advantages and therefore was selected and fixed early in the
development. One advantage is that this spacing allows cufficient room
for an effective viscous-friction generator for the hinges which are a
critical part of the damper. The other advantage is that wider hinge-
pin spacing permits greater errors in damper placement and in satellite
dynamic balancing before unbalancing effects become serious.
2U. S. Naval Ordnance Test Station. Atmospheric Structure
Satellite (S-6), Dynamic Stability Study, by Aeromechan;cs Division,
Weapons Development Department. China Lake, Calif., NOTS, 19
February 1960; Rev. 1, 15 November 1960; Rev. Z, 20 October 1961.
(Project Plan No. 4065-I. )
3National Aeronautics and Space Agency, Goddard Space Flight
Center. Specification, Atmospheric Structure Satellite (S-6), Program
for Dynamic Stability Investigation, by Mechanical Systems Branch,
Payload Systems Division. Greenbelt, Md., NASA, 14 March 1960.
(NASA Specification No. 94-6. ,%
6
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(a)
(b)
FIG. 4. Nutation Damper in No. 4 Prototype of NASA
S-6 Satellite.
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TABLE i. Bureau of Naval Weapons List of Drawings:
Pendulum Nutation-Damper for NASA S-6 Satellite
(LD 448151)
Part Drawing No. Size
Pendulum Damper Assembly .............. SK 564012 D
Spindle Assembly ..................... SK 563904 C
Spindle ......................... SK 563907 B
Retainer ........................ SK 563905 B
Outer sleeve ..................... SK 563909 C
Inner sleeve ..................... SK 563908 B
Outer spacer ..................... SK 563906 B
Shimming ring ................... SK 563921 B
Pin SK 564011 B
Ball bo&;u e
Tip Assembly ........................ SK 564013 B
Retaining ring .................... SK 563911 B
Cap ........................... SK 563928 B
Socket ......................... SK 5639Z2 B
Body, pendulum tip ................ SK 563914 C
Shim SK 56391Z B
O-r ng,'  6"2i 'l...................
Caging Unit Assembly ................. SK 564037 C
Body _.. ...... SK5639Z5 C _----
Cover plate [ [ [ [ [ _.. [. _ [ _ [ _ [ [ [ [. [ SK563924 B
Head plate ...................... SK 564243 C
Pin ........................... 3K 563923 B
Spring ......................... SK 56424Z B
Mounting bracket .................. SK 563927 C
End plate ........ SK 564041 B
Telescopic ;i;ton actuator: Atlas
Powder Company Dwg. No. 1 MT iii
Shear wire (solid annealed copper, resin-
covered, round magnet wire) No. Z7 AWG
Frame, side plate ..................... SK563917 B
End plate ....................... SK 563916 C
: Base plate ...................... SK 563918 C
i Stiffener ....................... SK 56391 9 C
I Washer ........................ SK 5639Z0 BArm ......... 15 C
9
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The pendulum arms were' fabricated from 0. 033-inch-th._ck Z4T3
aluminum, bent to form shallow channels and to obtain light-weight but
strong stiffmembers. At the suggestion of the NASA representative,
internal bracing (which formed small triangles) was installed within
the arm structure to increase stiffness in the satelliteaxial direction.
The pendulum bobs are made of brass to provide as much weight
as practicable at these extremities and, consequently, the greatest
possible effective arm length. For faster nutation damping, a heavier
strong material such as tungsten could have been used (lead was con-
sidered to be too soft). However, since the damping rate was satisfactory,
a heavier material was not necessary. Provision was made for adjust=
: ing the positions of the extreme pendulum-bomb tips to engage the T-pin
4 of the caging device_ The caging boxes are easily distinguished in Fig. 4
and are shown fastened to the upper hemisphere of the satellite.
PENDULUM HINGE
Sin_e both analysis and model experiments showed the friction in
the pendulum hinges to be probably the most important parameter in the
nutation-damping process, particular care was given to hinge develop.
ment. The objective was to obtain a fairly large amount of purely
viscous friction with as littleas possible static starting or coulomb
friction. The theory assumes the frictionat torque to be proportional
to the first power of the angular velocity of the pendulum arm about its
pivot. For this application, itwas necessary only that torque approach
zero as relative angular velocity approaches zero.
The reasons for this are simply stated. Ifstatic friction were
present, the chance would be high that the pendulums would reach final
stationary positions displaced from the diameter through the hinge pins.
That is, the angles, _0, between the pendulums and their equilibrium
positions would not reduce to _ero when nutations were damped out.
This co_dit'on would cause a dynamic unbalance of the satellite,
which, of course, was undesirRble. Since the satellitespins slowly,
I.5 rps, and since *.hependulum hinge-pin is close to the spin axis,
the pendulum restoring torque is low; and even small amounts of static
hinge-friction could result in large final displacement angles, p, from
the equilibrium position. The form or nature of the frictional torque
in other respects is not critical since the very fastest possible nutation
damping is not required. Further study, involving nonlinear mechanics,
might re:,e_| the optimum form for the viscous frictional characteristic.
In the first models of the pendulum hinges, sleeve bearings were
used and favored because they were simple and rugged. The bearing
having the largest outside diameter compatible with the available space
(l-inch pin separation), was used. In one case, coarse screw threads
were cut the length of the bearing to increase the wiping surface area.
9
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In another case, specific bearing l,_nds approximately one-half-inch
wide were provided at the ends of the 3-inch-long bearing sleeve. In
these bands, the clearance was less than thai in the center section,
However, these sleeve bearings did not show consistent performance in
oscillating pendulum-hke motions. Particularly after long stationary
periods, the change in friction was high. Therefore, effort was directed
toward ball-bearing designs.
In ball-bearing hinge design philosophy, ball bearings take the load
of the pendulum and hold the other hinge parts in proper relation to each
other. Figure 5 shows a cross section of the hinge assembly. The
center spindle is fixed in the nutation-damper framework in a manner
that clamps the ball-bearing inner races in place. The distance between
these inner races is adjusted by shimming rings to produce a very light
or zero axial bearing preload. Tne distance between the outer races of
the bearings is determined by the cylinder (labeled outer sleeve in the
figure), which has two lugs on one side for attaching the pendulum arm.
With only these described components, the pendulum will rotate with
extremely low friction of either a static or viscous type.
0.980-IN.DIAM_-_ fT._- SPtNDLE
RI
A A
RETAINER /OUTER SLEEVE
3.610 IN.
FIG. 5. Pendulum Hinge Assembly.
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To pzcd-ce a controlled amount of only the viscous-type friction,
the cylinder (labeled iL,ncr _-leeve) was added, and, of course, was not
allowed to rotate with the pendulum. "inere was azr, p[e end c!carance
(0. 020 inch) for thi3 cylinder. However, the outside diameter of the
sleeve was 0. 747, +0. 000 and -0. 001 inch; the inside diameter of the
outer sleeve was 0. 750, +0. 001 and -0. 000 inch so that 0. 005-inch-
maximum and 0. 003-inch-minimun_ radial Clearance between the
cylinders were expected. Under normal or even superior shop practice, [
the clearances can exceed these limits because slight ellipticity and non-
: straightness in the cylinders may be caused by warpage of the aluminum
material, or by the load of the pendulum arm. The clearance specified,
,4_ however, was sufficient to insure entirely free rotation of the outer
_ sleeve about the inner sleeve. The desired viscous friction is produced
by fillingthe sp_ce between cylinders with fluid of selected viscosity.
In the first model ball-bearing hinge, the inner sleeve was held
"rigidly in position with respect to the spindle. Clese tolerances cn the
bearing seats and the spacers were expected to maintain sufficiently
i good concentricity of the inner ;lnd outer sleeves to prevent contact
'_ between them. This did no_ work, however, and a floating mount for
the inner sleeve was used (Fig. 6). This adaptation of a flexible torque-
transmission coupling permits the inner sleeve to shift sideways and to
_, tip slightly in any direction, without permitting any significant amount
of rotation about its longitudinal axis. Thus, the inner cylinder is free
J_ at all times to center itself and also to align itself with the outer cylinder
yet the slt:_,ves cannot rotate together.
N
_ETA,NER p_N
SPINDLE /
PIN, 0,065-1N DIAM SECTION : A-A
, SC_'_E : 4/I
FIG. 6. Floating Mount for Inner Cylinder of Pendulum
Hinge.
11
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Dow Corning "Z00 Fluid, " used to provide the viscous friction, is
a silicone fluid available in a great range of viscosities, from 0.65 to
2,500,000 centipcise (cp). Fu11-scale simulator tests indicated that a
viscosity of 2,400 centipoise is nearly optimum for the S-6 satellite
application. The fluidwas h.troduced carefully into the very narrow
space between the inner and outer cylinders so that no bubbles or
unfilled arras would be present. Any excessive fluid was allowed to
drain away. The surface tension of the fluid, in the narrow open annular
areas b_tween the sleeves at the top and bottom, is the mechanism for
retention of the damping fluid. Thus, the static friction normally in-
troduced by oil seals is not present.
Even under the worst environmental conditions, the ball bearings
do not approach their load limits. Before use, they were cleaned and
lubricated with a small amount of light-weight watch oil. This oil has
low-migration properties and provides good lubrication under low
speeds and high pressures.
This ball-bearing hinge gave consistently excellent results.
Negligible static-friction and desired viscous-friction were maintained
even after months of storage.
UNCAGING MECHANISM
The U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station undertook the problem of _
clamping or caging the damper pendulums until the satellitereached
orbit and was free from all booster motors. Originally, itwas not
understood that this problem was part of the NOTS participation.
However, as time for this step in the program approached, itappeared
that itcould be done most expeditiously at NOTS.
The concept for the original caging-unit design included a mech-
anis_.nfor recaging the pendulum arms after they had once been
i released. If, for example, there were an accidental weight shift in
the satellite, causin/_ an unbalance, recaging the arms would minimize
the unbalance effect. The recaging would take place after nutation
had damped _o that the change, caused by recaging, would induce a
minimum of new wobble. Such an uncaging and recaging device was
designed but not built. The design was quite complicated, and the NASA
representative fe,tthat the probability of a need to recage was negligible.
Therefore, the objective was changed to design a more simple device
for uncaging only.
IZ
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In the beginning to avoid further modification of the satellite shell
structure, it appeared advantageous to mount the caging mechanism on
or to make it an integral part of the pendulum-unit framework. The
general design idea of the device is shown in Fig. 7. A working model
of this releasing mechanism was designed and fabricated at NOTS and
then demonstrated at the Goddard Space Flight Center for the NASA rep-
resentative. From subsequent consultation, it became evident that the
problem of additional mounting structure on the satellite was mi- imal.
Thereafter, emphasis was placed on reliabilityand redundancy in an
actuation mechanis__ employing parts mounted near th_ satelliteskin.
.... --- +_
,, @ _ ....
',, -- --T -G
I i
I I
i
®,
L_.J
". il \
A A
F
L PENDULUM ARM
SHIM FOR CENTERING PLA_.__N PISTON ACTUATED
PENDULUM ARMS RETRACTING OlN UNIT
-W.... 7
SECTION A-# }
FIG. 7. Nutation Damper Caging Device No. Z,
Partial Assembl:'.
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The uncaging dev,ce, as finally developed, consists of a separate unit
for each pendulam arm fastened to the satellite shell (Fig. 4). The
pendulum bob is supported against all accelerations normal to the pen-
dulum arm, thereby relieving much strain from zhe hinge bearings
during the boost period. The mechanical advantage is good, both for
supporting purposes and for positioning accursey while the pendulums
are caged. Finally, four squib-actuated pistons were used in a manner
such that if any one of them functi,,ns, at least one pendulum arm will be _:
released, thus providing adequate nutation damping.
r
The caging box (or unit) contains these squib-actuated pistons, and
a caging pin and bar made of one piece of metal formed in a T. The _-
caging pin extends from the unit to engage the socket at the extreme
Lip of th,_ pendulum bob, as may be seen, in Fig. 4(b). The pin is re-
tracted b)- the two pistons which push against the T-bar at the other end
of the cagi,,g pin when a remotely controlled signal is given. If either _
of the actuating pistons function, the pin will retract. Figure 8(a)
shows a unit with the caging pin protruding from the box toward the
pendulum-bob tip socket, which the pin engages when caging is desired.
In Fig. 8(b), the complete assembly is shown with pin retracted and
piston actuators extended.
The piston actuators are electrically initiated pyrotechnic devices;
each has a diameter of 0. 313 inch. In closed position, the actuator
length is 0.75 inch, and in opened position, each actuator is 1. 313
inch long plus about 0. 06 inch allowance for wires. The. bridge wire
i resistance is about 1 ohm, maximum. None of the actuators will fire at
0. 1 ampere, and all will fire at 1.0-ampere current. Thrust exerted
, is from 15 to 20 pc-Jnds, and the functioning time is about 14 mi!li-
seconds. As may be noted in Table I, the piston actuators are speci-
fied as Atlas Powder Co. Drawing No. I MT III.
Although the piston rods strongly resist ret/-ac/ion after firing
' because little or no gas escapes from inside the piston, a spring-ioaded
i catch, a part of the caging box, insures that the c;:ging pin is held in the
' retracted position.
To eliminate rattle or to take up play in the motion of the pin, nec-
prene O-rings are used both inside the caging unit and in the pendulum-
bob tip socket. The O-ring in the caging box is near the outside end of
the pin so that the shoulder portion of thc caging pin is caught behind
the ring in the retracted condition. This provides an additional safe-
guard against caging-pin interference after retraction. Although severe _',
vibrations during boost were expected, smooth orbital conditions were
anticipated, hence, rattling after uncaging was not considered to be a
problem.
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Caging box . _ Caging pin .- )
cover ' " _ "_. T-bar
..... I
(a)
--._ ,,
.... ._ • Caging box
_" - _ • assembly
:. (b)
FIG. 8. Ca_ing Box Con-.oonents Showing (a) Piston Actuator,
Caging Pin and T-Bar Positioned Before Actuation, and (b)
Caging Box Assembly Positioned After Actuation.
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The final feature of the caging-box design is the shear wire intanded
to prevent accidental caging-pin retraction before the piston actu'_tors
are fired. Extensive bench tests were made in which several sizes of
wire were sheared under measure_l loads. Resin-covered, annealed-
copper magnet wire was selected as the most uniform, read.fly available
material for the purpose. The tests showed that the No. 27 wire,
specified, would hold consistently at a ] 0-pound load and break at 12
pounds. In these tests, force was applied slowly to the wire, and the
test table vibrated in varying amounts because air-conditioning machi-
nery was nearby. Neverthele-_ the load test results were all within
the figures given. Since the presignal load to break the wire was
expected te consist of inertial forces of the 0. 03-pound caging-pin under
possible IZ-f_ accelerations and since the minimum shearing force from
a single piston actuator was 15 pounds, applied with considerable shock,
it appeared that the shear wire was adequate.
In all bench tests made during the caging mechanism development,
there were no xailures of the pin to retract. In some cases the pendulum
arm was set at an angle to cause binding of the pin in the pendulum-bob
socket hole; even then, release action was positive. One necessary
modification was to increase the strength of the kox end-plate. Upon
retraction, the caging pin T-bar strikes this end-plate. In an early
test when two actuators were fired simultaneously, the box end-plate
bent slightly. For this reason, it was made thicker at the center, in-
creasing the plate strength without increasing the space required for
the caging box. In subsequent tests, no bending was observed. Figure
4 shows the caging box mounted against the curve of the upper hemisphere
ring in the sateltite.
PLACEMENT AND DIMENSIONAL LIMITATIONS
A close examination of Fig. Z will show, in general, where the
nutation damper is located in the satellite. It may be seen that although
much space is allowed for the damper assembly, there are limitations.
These limitations are better indicated in Fig. 9; here ample room is
shown near the center and downward inside of an 8-inch.-diameter cy-
lindrical space, but outside of *.his area, there are obstructions extendiug
to the skin at a distance of 6.5 inches up from the satellite equator, as
indicated by the dashed lines in the fib, are.
i
.
The nutation damper is rr.ounted from above to a hemispherical,
or dr, me-like support as shown. This support (designed by the Budd
Company, contractor for designing and building the sphere) is required
to hold ehe damper rigidly on the centerline of the satellite and, at the
same time, to leave room for a mass spectrometer at the top center of
the upper hemisphere. The plane of the supporting platform is 9. 25
inches above the equator, leaving a clearance of Z.75 inches for the i
pendulums. A further restriction is that the swing of the pendulum arms
be limited so that when they approach each other on either side, the
minimum angle between them is 20 degrees.
16
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_ FIG. 9. Space Allowance for Nutation Damper.
The nutation damper assembly is bolted to the supporting platform
by four screws at the corners of a 2. 50-inch square, laid out on a
plane at the bottom of the dome-like support, Tolerances are loose for
the positions of the screw holes, but they are close for a 0. I25-inch-
diameter locating pin in the center of the square (see BuWeps Drawing
No. SK 563918). This locating pin in the damper assembly base plate
is positioned accurately with respect to the pendulum-hinge axes, and
the damper assembly hemispheric_tl support platform has the mating
hole positioned accurately with respect to the satellite symmetry axis.
This hole was located and drilled after installation of t:_emount in the
satellite, and precise measurements to points on the satellite upper
,, hemisphere connecting-ring were made. Only one locating pin w_
necessary since changes in rotational position did not affect damper
:; operation, and the only other problem was interference with other
:" contents of the satellite.
Z
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ENVIRONMENT
The atmospheric environment for the nutation damper when the
satellite was in orbit, was expected to be little different from that of
standard atmosphere at sea level on earth because the damper would
be entirely enciosed in the hermetically sealed stainless steel sphere. 3
It was anticipated that the atmosphere would be air at about 15 pounds
per qquare inch of pressure as long as the temperature was aJso normal,
and it was calculvted that this should be the case when the satellite was
in the shadow of the earth a significant part of the time. These condi-
tions greatly simplified the problem of lubrication in the pendulum
hinge-bearings and the means for obtaining and controlling viscous
hinge -friction.
The acceleration and vibration environmen_ in orbit is much more
favorable than at earth surface because effective gravity is zero during
orbit, but during the boost stages, the environment is much more severe.
The following table shows the conditions.
!
Acceleration:
Rotational(polar s , ..... 29. 0
Vibrational, g:
5-25. cps ..................... 2a
Z5-100, cps .................... 4
100-700. cps .................... 6
700-1,000, cps ................... 12
aExcept as limited by 0. 4-inch double amplitude.
The nutation-damper pendulums, hinge bearings, and caging mech-
anism required particularly rugged designs because of these conditions.
DESICN STUDY HISTOR Y
Prior to the attack on the problem of NASA S-6 satellite nutation-
damping, there had been studies at NOTS on various damping mech-
anisms known to affect nutation type of motion in gyroscopes and freely
spinning bodies. Problems had arisen in connection with spin-stabili-ed
sounding ,_hicles and other projectiles traveling in very thin atmosphere.
Moreover, the action of a mercury n,tation damper, effectively used in
• the Sidewinder missile-seeher system, was not understood thoroughly
enough to apply its design principles with confidence to other applications.
Therefore, a basic approach to understanding the problem of passive
control of this free oscillatory motion appeared to be needed.
18
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SMALL-MODEL TEST VEHICLE
First, a model test vehicle was designed and fabricated in order to
perform e-._periments easily. This model was the Space Vehicle Dynamical
Simulator, shown in Fig. 10. It consisted essentially of two heavy bronze
disks that were screwed onto a cylindrical aluminum body. The relative
positions of these disks determined the ellipsoid of inertia of the simula-
tor. The range of the ratio of polar to. transverse moments of inertia
was 0. 75 to 1.55, approximately, and adjustment within this range was
quick and easy.
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A thin steel spike, protruding from one end of the cylinder, defined
the symmetry axis and facilitated observation of the motion. This spike
and a few small tapped holes placed symmetrically in the disks and
body simplified attaching experimental devices as they were conceived.
Bearings
":_he space within the cylindrical body was used for a universal
bearing mount, the design of which permitted unlirnited rotation about the
symmetry axis and approxi=_ately -_20 degrees about any transverse axis.
This bearing was, of course, a very critical part of the simulator.
Friction had to be low, but more important, the friction in transverse
rotation could not be higher than in polar rotation or spin.
Two types of bearings were used _i this test vehicle. The first, a
simple spindle design, is indicated in Fig. 11. The conical tip of the
spindle (a continuation of the spike on the centerline of the cylindrical
body) rested in a small cup made of steel or sapphire mateiial, fixed to
the end of an upright support. The cup was a hollow cone with the tip
truncated, in one case by a tangent spherical surface of about 0. 0] 5-
inch radius, and in another case simply by a plane of about 0. 020-inch
diameter. The tip of the steel spindle was hardened and carefully
ground to a tangent sphere with a radius of about 0. 010 inch. The in-
cluded angle of the cup was 90 degrees and that of the spindle was about
40 degrees.
For the second type of bearing, a small tbree-axis gimbal system
was used. It was borrowed from the seeker system of a Sidewinder 1-A
missile. Six miniature ball bearings provided exceptionally low frictior
when almost all of the bearing preload was removed. This ball-bearing
mount was less easily damaged than the spindle and jewel bearing. It
was felt, however, that the lowest friction in all three axes could be
obtained with the spindle design.
Other bearings were considered but not built. In particular, there
were plans to construct a fluid bearing in which light oil could be pumped
up through the support shaft to the space between spherical bearing
surfaces and aUowed to run back down to a sump. An air (or gas)
bearing also was considered. However, all of these bearings involved
much additional apparatus for what appeared to be small gain. Itwas
realized, also, that such refinement could lead only to other limitations
such as those imposed by spinning in dense atmosphere on earth,
instead of near vacuum at high altitude.
Mount
Finally, the upright shaft supporting the bearing was set into a
heavy brass base. During ope::ation care was necessary to set this base,
so that itwould not rock, on a stable laboratory table. Ideally, in space
20
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FIG. 11. Spindle and Jewel Bearing.
simulation there would be only vertical forces on the support even with
the simulator spinning. However, if the disks should be adjusted so
that the c.g. of the simulator is not exactly at the center of the universal
bearing, there would be si_e forces. Then, if the support should rock,
there would be accompanying energy dissipation and nutation damping
would be strongly affected.
Spin-Up and Spin Deca)-
<: The simulator was spun twirling the sp,ndle between the thumb and
_ forefinger. A three sixtenths-inch-diameter spindle was chosen after
_ some consideration, and it appeared large enough to supply the l_verage
i required to accelerate the heavy disks rapidly, yet it was small enough
to obtain a maximum speed of I0 or 12 rps (600 or 706 rpm). This speedwas fast enough to cause the centrifugal acceleration near the rim of the
disks to be about twenty t'_nes gravity. After spin-up, with reasonably
good bearings the simulator would coast for about 20 minutes without
4 stopping. Since most of the experiments could be conducted in a minute
_ or less, spin was considered constant during a test.
Zl
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.....: .-._._-_%--__..,,.-f}-"
• , ._r,_a_.._°._._- -_ The speed of the simulator was deter-
• ._,_._:_. _!. mined by synchronizing a General Radio
• :#, ._,._ _"_..'.',:"_
f,_" - _M_k__ Strobotac with the spin rate. The "strobe"
"-_-L _=='___ was also synchronized with the nutation rate
.'qF • " ' ',, _.:_ by stopping the spindle motion. The ratio of
. , the latter flash rate to the former gives the _'
:-_,. • ._ polar-to-transverse n_oment of inertia ratio.
_ Observation of Performance
' '"_ _c'¢
• , .'_; • _,_ Measurement of the performance was
accomplished in several ways. When the
_:e;_l,_W,._a_, ,',_mL_ spindle was lighted and viewed from the side
_ ._"_,__i_ against a dark background, the motion of thesharp tip was evident in good contra_t. •_ • There was no difficulty arriving at a quali-
_i@ "/,:" i _i tative conclusion a_ to whether a nutationwas
_- I damped or undamped; moreover, even a slow
/_d b<_'£'f"/_ precession (the motion resulting from an
...._ _-._i; _'_" outside torque) was easily observed.
i _'_"_':/-!_ _ To obtain quickly an approximate lea- *
'._ sure of the nutation-angle rate of change, a _
. mechanic's steel rule was clamped hori-
, I : ,. 0 zontally to an adjacent stand. Then by quickly
_ : ,.... :;/_"positioning the steel rule to about one-eighth
.- ! \ of an inch above the spindle of the spinning
.. nutatin_ simulator, the measurement of
,@ "/_, '\_i_ nutation amplitude could be made to within
._ about one-twentieth inch. The change with
_-_;_'_;%_:,,.i.i_.._ time was determined by using a stopwatch.
,_, _ For observation of fast changes covering
': ,_- " .,:_ less than a few seconds, or for greater
•
accuracy or more detail (such as position
. . of damper components), moving pictures were
i'_,_I _.,...'L? :_.'i_' ' taken with a 16-ram camera placed directly
" _ above the simulator. Camera speed of 64 to
_ <_-'_ I00 frames per second was sufficient, pro-
" _.._ ";LI'''I.__ viding six _O ten pictures per turn of the
___ . <, _,_ model. To obtain sharp individual images.
' a camera shutter angle of 6 degrees was used.
_,'S_S:,'_., _: _, _ Two No. 6 flood lamps provided ample light
i? .....I/ _'-":"_ for fast, black and white film (Eastma,. Tri-X,
#_'_ :. Pan. ). A 3-second stopwatch in the field of
• . view provided readings from which camera :
__ _ frame-rate could be checked or calibrated.
•. _ Camera frame-rate, assumed to be constant
i ............ over the few seconds of observation, then
FIG. 12. Test provided the time base. A sample of such
Vehicle Data at record is shown in Fig. 12.
64 Frames/Sac.
22
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Rigid Body Verification
As suggegted in an earlier section, much significant experLnentation
can be done with less than perfect bearings. Since buildup er decay of
nutation for a rigid body depends on the relative amounts of friction in
the polar and transverse bearing axes, control runs should be made
before and after any test. In these runs, the behavior of a simulator
: as a rigid body should be observed for various values of the moment
,, of inertia ratio. By this procedure, one minimizes the chance of being
misled by experimental conditions unknown to him. Furthermore, one
can proceed with experiments using less elaborate equipment and
therefore usually with less delay.
:y
_ This model simulator then provided a means for easy, quick, and
inexpensive testing of the various nutation-damper theories and sub-
sequent design proposals. The model could be operated easily by one
man with no need for a supporting crew. Even photometric work was
: possible without scheduling. Some of the devices or modified mechanisms
for testing were handmade by the experimenter, mostly #ithout machine
:" tools. Other devices were made in a "first-model" shop from freehand
sketches. At this scale, tolerances were nominal and hardware was
easy to handle. Nutation-damper development was undoubtedly speeded
by the use of these experimental models.
:_ EARLY EXPERIMENTS
Early experiments with the test vehicles were directed toward
i fundamentals and simplicity of a dynamical model. Rigid-body perform-
ance was tested with various settings of the disks. For example, the
ratio of polar-to-transverse moments of inertia, A/B, was varied
while the c.g. was maintained as closely as possible at the tudversal
_ bearing center. Nutation, or free-oscillation, performance was observed.
Then with the c.g. displaced slightly from the support point, the free
nutation was observed superimposed on the slow circular precession_r which was forced by the outside torque caused by gravity.
_i Single- Pendulum and Me rc ury- Drop D amper s
The first departure from a rigid body was a single pendulum,looped over the spindle of the simulator. Dynamically, this is more
o_ complicated than a second modification which was a small mercury drop
23
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in a circular race, centered about the spin axis. The pendulum used was
a spherical pendulum, one which was free to swing up and down as well
as around the simulator; whereas, the mercury drop was constrained to
move in the plane of tbe race° An attempt to analyze the problem w,th
the mercury was made bv A.V. Pratt. 4 Incidentially, a planar pendulun,,
which performed similarly to the mercury drop, was also made.
Both the mercury=drop and the pendulums damped nutation when the
moment of inertia ratio, A/B, was greater than one, or undamped it
when A/B was less than one. The action was erratic, sometimes fast
and sometimes slow, as !indicated by Pratt. However, after nutation
was damped, there remained a small unbalance so that the model was
not rotating about the axis of symmetry. Further, the orientation of
this unbalance was unpredictable because it varied from one test to the
next.
Unbalance Problem
To overcome this unbalance problem, the pendulum hinge, or pivot,
was placed to one side of the symmetry axis of the simulator 5, and a
counterbalancing weight was placed opposite it. This weight could be
adjusted so that the equilibrium spin axis would be as close as desired
to the symmetry axis. In equilibrium with nutation zero, a pendulum
must be aligned along the radius through the hinge pin; static friction
must be zero aiso or so low that the p_ndulum will not come to rest,
appreciably, off this radial position. Note that this procedure of ad-
Justing the weight is simply dynamic balancin_.
Counterbalanced Offset Pendulums
It was a short evolutionary step to repl!ace the counterbalancing
weight with a second pendulum. This pendulum was hung from a pin,
diametrically opposed to the first one. However,, the pin was not
required to be at the same radial distance as the first one, nor was it
necessary that the pendulum lengths or weights be the same. All
parameters were adjusted to produce dynamic balance in the equilibrium
state when nutation was zero; alternatively, balance could have been
obtained by adj,:sting weights fixed in the simulator.
_ This offset-pendulum arrangement is similar to the Frahm vibration
!i:_ damper described in Ref. I, page 93. This reference states that a
small mass is connected to a main rotating body in such a manner that
the small mass vibrates at some natural frequency within the main body.f
4U. S_ Naval Ordnance Test Station. Theory of the Unsymmetri,:al
o_ Nutation Damper, by A.V. Pratt. China Lake, Calif. , NOTS, 22 August
1959. (NOTS Technical Note 4065-63.)
_ 5This had been suggested in an informal communication by F. W_
_ Davis, Naval Or@nance Te.-t Stvtion, China Lake, California.
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This nat_ral _requenc:- is matched or tuned to that of the unwanted
vibration. The frictional reBistance to .notion between the large and
small rn_sses is adjusted until maximum damping of the undesired
vibration is obtained.
Pendulum Tuning
In the early work with the nutation dampers, the tuning criterion
_ was considered the most interesting feature. The possibility of an ,
oscillatory property may be difficultto imagine when a weight must
move in a circle, centered on the spindle of a si._.ulator. However, a
weight hung on a pivot, which is offset fromthe spin axis, car.be
pictured as having the oscillating properties of a pendulum. The furce
field is _he centrifugal field ivstead of gravity, and a formula for the
natural frequency and a resonance condition can be obtained.
r
*_-this case of the spinning space vehicle, the unwanted vibration
is the nutation. The pendulum is in the spinning coordinate system and
: therefore "feels" only thc difference between the spin and the nutation
: frequencies. For best nutation damping, therefore, it was reasonable
to expect that the pendulum should be designed to resonate with this
_: difference frequency. As shown in detail later, the pendulum fre-
quency depends on pendulum length, L, the distance of the hinge pin from
_ the spin axis, a, and the rate of spin. The nutation frequency is also
_ directly related to the spin, _pecificall_-, by the ratio of moments of
inertia, A/B (polar/transverse), and it is not surprising that the tuning
_ii of the pendulum to nutation is independent of spin. The simple tuning _
_elation is :
,f
_': Stability
_ During initial attempts to check the tuning relation, "he condition of
!_ "instability" was discovered. At values of the ratio of moment_ of
inertia only slightly greater than one, the nutation frequency is _nly a
little greater than spin, that is , the differev_e is small. For tuning,
then, the pendulum must have a low frequency which requires that the
pendalum arm be long or that the pin be close _.o the spin axis.
_! As extremes of these conditions were approached, it was found
._:, that the two pendulums of a balanced pair no longer settled to their
diametricaUy opposed positions after the nutation had damped. Instead,
i they took fixed equilibrium positions at some angles, _I, _°2 (Fig. 13),
both on same side of the diameter through the pins. This, of course,
created an unbalance so that the spindle continued to form a circle, as
_: in nutation, about some spin axis other thRn the symmetry axis. It was
r
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FIG. 13. Twin-Pendulum Nutation Damper.
determined that nutation was zero and that this was unbalance by noting
that the spindle rot_tion-flequency was the same as the spin frequency.
(In fact, in such a lest, before nutation disappears, the size of the
circle formed by the spindle tip increases and decreases periodically,
as though the nutation and unbalance oscillations are beating with each
other. ) This undesirable condition of unbalance in the equilibrium con-
dition, caused by the unaligned damFers , was disturbing and puzzling.
f
After observin:_ this behavior, an analysis based on _nergy consid-
erations was made by W. R. Haseltine (Ref. Z). A relation resulted,
showing the conditions under which equilibrium deflection of the pendulums
with the accompanying unbalance could be expected. The analysis was
actually extended to a case of fotxr symmetricatly disposed pendulums,
instead of two. and some experimental verification was accomplished
with the simulator. The relation, s__--nplified for the case of two equal
pendulums (Fig. 13), is as follows:
cos_0 = the lesser of 1, or S
where
S - (A- Bla
Zmh _ L
_ in which
: A "-polar moment of inertia of the symmetrical ,nain
_ body
_._'_, }_ --: transverse rnom(:nt of inertia of the s_mmetrical
i main body
p ._.
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L = length of pend'Qum
a = distance from the h'_in body axis to the pendulum
hinge pins
h = di,_tanee from the c.g. of _be main body to the plane
of the pendulum hinge pins
m = mass of the pendulum bob
= equilibrium displacement angle between a pendulum
arm and the diameter through the hinge pin
Again, after one knows that this equilibrium-unbalance condition
exists, a simple geometrical derivation of the above formula is possible.
In Fig. 14; the principal axes of the basic vehicle are represented by
lines A, B, and B for the polar and the two (equal) transverse axes,
respectively. The spin is about the axis A', rotated an angle, O, fromA.
This rotation is caused by the unbalance, shown at Zm in the diagram,
which, in t-drn, results from the deflection of the damper pendulum bobs
to angles _0. Note that the two pendulums fall on lines which cross at
the stable axis of rotation, A', as they must since centrifugal force
hold_ them there.
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The dynamic unbalance, O, :'esulting from a mass located at a
distance, d 1, along the axis and d 2, off the desired principal axis, A,
is given approximately by
mass-dl d Z
tan 2 0 - 2 A-B
If the angle is small, the factors 2_carl be dropped. In terms of the
symbols above, the relation is:
tan e- ZmhL si .r_
" A-B
The distance, d, in Fig. 14 is used to relate the angles ¢0 and 8 as
follow s:
h tans = a tan_0
The formula for cos_0 in terms of design parameters only, follows:
(A- B)a
cos _0 = 2mhZ L
For design purposes this can be considered as a "stability criterion"
in whictz the parameter_ must be selected such that S is comfortably
greater than one.
Me,'cury- Ring Damper
In the early experimental work, a merc,ary damper was tried. It
¢va_ expected (1) to have a resonant property, and (2) to provide a
balanced configuration in the equilibrium state. A circular channel for
fluid was carefully located concentrically with the symmetry axis of
the simulator. The channel cross section was rectangular, wide radially,
but narrow in the other dimension. Sufficient fluid was used to form a
complete ring around the axis of the simulator when it was spinning and
,tsleeping" ,i It may be seen that in this condition, there should be no
unbalance; so an unbalance problem such as with the mercury dlop is
ore r come.
A probable design criterion for this type of damper was pointed out
in Ref, 3. Models of the fluid damper were tried and found to be very
effective. Exhaustive tests, however, were not conducted primarilybecause a mechanical damper was preferred for the S-6 s-xtellitL-.
?
f
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S-6 SATELLITE NUTATION DAMPER DEVELOPMENT
EXTENDED MODEL EXPERIMENTS
Tuning Confirmation
A confirmation of the tuning condition was one of the first steps
taken toward the development of a nutation damper specifically designed
for the S-6 satellite. Simple, svherical pendulums were studied first.
Later, a parallel investigation c. compound pendulums was made,
followed by extended work on controlled planar pendulums.
Iv_ an early tuning experiment with the small-model simulator, two
pendulums, each of different length were prepared, one being 4. Z5
inches and the other 6. 75 inches. The pendulum hinge pin3 were placed
diametrically opposed, each located at 0.5 inch from the simulator axis
and I. 75 inches above the c. g. of the test vehicle. The p_udulums were
not constrained by the hinges to swing in a plane normal to the symmetry
axis, but could swing in any direction as spherical pendulums. The
pendulum-bob weights were adjusted so that the simulator was balanced
when spinning in steady state (or sleeping) with both pendulums in
place. In addition, two fixed weights were prepared so that when either
pendulum was removed, the weight would act as a balance for the other
pendulum.
Simple nutation damping tests were made with this equipment, using
the steel scale and stopwatch method, described on page Z2. First, a
single pendulum of one length was installed on the simulator, and many
tests were made at each of several values of the moment of inertia
ratio, A/B. The second pendulum was then similarly tested alone,
and finally both pendulums together were tested. The c. g. was kept
at the pivot point for all settings.
The results of these tests are shown in Fig. 15, 16, and 17. It
may be noted that the damping effectiveness is not given in the usual
way, by a damping coefficient which is the constant factor in the ex-
• ponent of a negative exponential expression. This is intentional since
there is definite experimental indication that the nut_tion does not decay
smoothly as in such a simple expression, and this presentation serves
to emphasize this point. Figures 15 and 16 show a dip (or increase)
:_: in damping very close to the resonance point predicted by the formula.
Although the standard deviation of measurement is fairly high, these
_ dips appear to be real and significant. Figure 1 7 shows the expected
broadening of the resonance region when the two pendulums, tuned for
_ slightly different configurations, are used together.
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This experimental confirmation of a significant tuning effect made it
appear advisable to investigate the use of compound pendulums. It was
expected that the ratio of moments of inertia, A/B, for the S-6 satellite
would be fairly clo e to unity, for example, 1. 1 to 1. Z, requiring a
low-frequency pendulum. In addition, it was desirable to locate a
damper inside of the satellite sphere where space was limited. Since
both space and low pendulum-frequency were simultaneously determin-
ing factors, the effectiveness of compound pendulums was worth investi-
gating.i
_: Cornpo,znd Pendulums
An ideally thin circular ring (or short hollow cylinder), rotating as
a wheel about its hub, has a radius of gyration equal to the radius of
_ the ring. This ring has a larger radius of gyration than any other body
within the same maximum dimension. Let such a ring be the bob of a
planar pendulum whose p_votal axis is normal to the plane of the ring
and some distance outside of the ring (assume a weightless supporting
"i arm). Ifthe pivotal axis is now moved in successive steps toward the
_: center of the ring, the pendulum period will first decrease to a minimum
value, then increase rapidly to infinity as the pivot approaches the
center of the ring. The period is minimum when the pivot is at the edge
" of the ring and in this position the period is the same as tl,_t of a simple
pendulum, the length of which equals the diameter of the ring. The
maximum dimension of this pendulum_ that is, from the pivot to the far
edge of the ring-shaped bob, decreases until the pivot reaches the near
edge of the ring. Thereafter the size of the pendulum, nameiy the dia-
meter of the ring, remains the same as the pivot moves toward the ring
center. Itis therefore theoretically possible to make a pendu!um having
i_ any period in any desired size.
With this design principle in mind, compound pendulums were made
in the form of rings of copper wire. The pivot point within a ring was
:i provided by a hole in a diametral brass strip into which the pin in the
simulator could fitloosely. Figure 18 shows an early model of a com-
j pound pendulum prepared in this way.
FIG. 18. Compound Pendulum.
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The nutation-damping effectiveness of the co._npound pendulums
tested was found to be less than Lhat of simple pendulums of comparable
weight and natural period. In particular, when the distance from the
pendulum c. g. to the pivoe point was much smaller than the radius of
gyration, the nutation damping was very poor. Special attention was
given to the hinges (or pivots) to insure that at the same time, there •
would be a minimum of "play" and very low friction. Only when Lhe pivot
was near the edge of the ring did the nutation damping compare well with
the simple pendulums tested previously. Little or no space could be
saved under these conditions, so work on compound pendulums was put
aside, and development of basically simple pendulums was pursued.
Simple Pendulum Tests With Hinge Friction
The hinges (or pivots), made for the simple pendulums, were rather
crude in the earlier tests. They did not constrain pendulum motion to
one plane in the simulator, and the motion was like that of a spherical
pendulum. Hinge damping torque was not controlled, although it was kept
fairly low. Therefore, following the work with compound pendulums, a
series of tests was undertaken with small-model simulators in which
hinge designs were varied. The essential results of these tests are
shown in Fig. 19.
As before, with each different pendulum configuration, the moment
of inertia ratio was varied, and the time taken for nutation to clamp by a
factor of 10 (that is, from 5 to 0. 5 degrees) was noted. The c. g. was
kept very close to the center of the universal bearing in all runs; also
for these tests, the pendulum length, L, pivot offset, a, height, h, and
the bob mass, m, were kept essentially constant.
The hinges for the first two tests were made with 0. 016-inch steel
wire for the hingepins, and thin (approximately 0. 014-inch) brass sheet
with 0. 018-inch-diameter holes served for the pendulum bearings. A
_pherical pendulum used a single bear'ng, whereas a planar pendulum
had two bearings spaced one-half inch apart. Measurement of hinge
_ friction for these pendulume showed less than 0.5% critical damping in
the gravity of the earth, or about 0.45% critical damping in the simula-
tor rotating at 8 rps.
i_ In comparing the results _,f these first two tests with those of the
earlier tests (Fig. 15), it was first noted that the nutation-damping
effectiveness was much greater in the earlier tests. Some of this greater
:! effectiveness is attributed to the differences in pendulum size and loca-
tion; however, a large part of it certainly was due to reduced hinge
friction in the later tests,
. 34 ......
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_i Probably of equal significance is the observation that the dip at
,_ resonance was much less pronounced in all planar pendulum tests than
in the earlier spherical pendulum tests. Indeed, the one spherical
pendulum run (Fig. 19) showed this pronounced resonance feature.
Although this fact is noted, no real use was made of it in the S-6 satellite
damper design because space within the satellite was limited.
Tests of hinge friction were made by holding the pivot pin hori=on-
tally and swinging the pendulum in the gravity i_eld. When friction is low,
'_ it is fairly easy to determine the hinge-damping coefficient as well as
,_ the natural frequency, or effective length of the penduium. However,
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when friction is high enough so that there are only two or three measur-
able swings, or when the pendulum damping is critical or greater in
the gravity field of the earth, the determination of these pendulum
parameters is more difficult. The special :-netho,_, and formulas used
in each case are discussed in Appendix A.
The data in the lower pa_r of curves in Fig. 19, were obtained after
hinge friction was introduced by causing a spring, fastened to the pen-
dulum, to press on the hinge pin. By adjusting the spring pressure,
the amount of friction could be controlled, and the approximate amounts
of hinge damping shown on the graph were obtained. Note that the initial
step, producing about 15_/0 of critical damping (in the spir ning simulator),
gave the greatest effect. However, the friction introduced in this way
was mostly of the coulomb type, not strongly dependent on velocity and
with significant static or starting torque. The static friction was parti-
cularly undesirable since with it, the pendulums would not, in general,
come to rest in their diametrically opposed and balanced positions after
the nutation was damped out. The steady state configuration, then, was
unbalanced so that rotation was displaced somewhat from the syrn.. _try
axis. Nevertheless, if it is realized that this conditions exists, nutation
damping test......_sscan be made with reasonable reliability.
/
Finally, hinges better-designed to produce viscous frictiun were
made. The hinge pin was made of the smoothly _'round shank of a 0. 094
inch drill. The pendulum bearing was made of a brass tube (or sleeve)
approximately ore-half inch long, drilled and reamed smoothly on the
inside so that it fitted the pin with a radial clearance of about 0. 0005
inch. These two parts were assembled carefully with a viscous lubri-
: cant in a manner to prevent bubbles from developing in the bearing
i space. The viscosity of the lubricant was used to control the hinge-
i; damping coefficient.
At fir,/t, commonly available hydrocarbon oils were used as the
_: lubricant. (Greases produce excessive static friction, undoubtedly,
_: because they are somewhat crystalline in nature. ) Then silicone oil,
_i specifically "Dow Corning Z00 Ficid, " available in a variety of vis-
_: cosities, was obtained. The viscLosities varied by factors of about ten,
from I00 to I00,000 centistokes. _ Intermediate values are easily ob-
tained by mixing the fluids. Even at the highest viscosities, this oil
appears te retain Newtonian fluid flow properties. The formula used
for estimating the required viscosity, and the method for testing
viscosity of the mixed fluid &re given in Appendix B.
6Since the specific gravity, O, of this fluid is 0.98 (approx.), the
specific viscosity in centipoise (cp) is almost the r_ame as the kine-
matic viscosity in centistokes (ca) by which it is specified. "w/(poise) =
_);)(stckes).
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Results from nutation-dan_ping tests showed this new pendu_.unt
to be very effective. Both minimum hinge-friction obtained with vezy
light oil0 and high hinge-friction obtained with 55,000-centistoke fluid
that produced greater than critical hinge-damping gave charac+eristict
nutztion-damping times of about 3 seconds.
The shortest nutation-damping time was observed when the hinge
friction was adjusted to g,re a little less than critical damping in the _[I
acceleration field of the spinning simulator modeL The average time
to damp nutations by a factor o.t 10 (from 5 to 0. 5 degrees) was about
O. 75 second, or about six turns of the simulator. This point is showr.
near the bottom center of Fig. 19.
The b_havior of these planar pendulums, with almost pure viscou_
hinge-frlction, showed such high effectiveness avd reliability, and ap-
_ peared to co_firm the theory sufficiently well that design work on the
full-scale damper for the S-6 satellite was begun.
!: DYNAMICAL THEORY
The theoretical study of the dynamics_ _ _ystem to find analytical
expressions for the rate of nutation dampivg proved to be quite involved.
_:;_ Approximate relations were derived by W.R. Haseltine (Ref. 4) in an
i_ analysis of the simulator with one, two, and four planar pendulums
and these relations were borne out, at least quantitatively, by both the
_ small-model exueriments and the tests on the full-scale S-6 satellite
!_;_ prototype.
c_ The simulator and four planar-pendulum dampers are consideredA
to be coupled oscillators by Haseltine. In this case, two diametrically
_ opposed pendulums (of the four) are fixed, leaving two similarly placed
pendulums free to osciUate. There are no applied outside forces or
!i torques such as those caused by gravity. However, there are frictional _
., torques about the hinge pins which couple the pendulums to the main
_ body, and, of course, there are the coupling reaction forces at the pins.
The torques consist of pure viscous friction of the type 1". = ..k_0., where1 1
_i are the pendulum angular positions relative to the simulator.
The kinetic energy is then given by
= x (dz) + m_(ri )2 " _ f'i
-'.- where
A = polar moment of inertia of the basic simulator
B = transverse moment of inertia of the basic simulator
37
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x: %' WZ = (in order) polar and transverse components of
angular velocity of the simulator
m = mass of one damper pendulum-bob
M. = M + 4m and Ivl = mass of the simulator without any
of the four pendulums
r. = vector positions of the damper masses in zn inertialz
coord;nate syste',n, %'.being the t_me derivativesz
The r- at_-, of course, functions of the variable pendulum angles, _i-
The _uler-Lagrange relations are used to write the equations of motion
in terms of the generalized coordinates, U:x, U_y, u_z, _0I, and _Z, and
first-time derivatives of each.
These differential equations are linearized by assuming:
1. Angular displacements are small;
Z. Angular velociHes of the pendulums and cross angular
velocity of the Inain body are small compared to angu-
lar velocity about the spin, or symmetry axis;
3. Changes in spin rate are also small compared to the
spin;
4. Moments of inertia, contributed by the damper masses,
and those masses themselves are small compared
: to the corresponding quantities for the main body.
The five linearized differential equations (for two pendulums) are
reduced to four by eliminating the variable part of the polar spin. The
dependent variables are. then, the two components of eros. spin-rate,
¢¢¥ and Wz, and the two pendulum angles. _l and _0z. The independent
variable is time, a.:tually transformed to average spin turns, _. Solu-
tions in _he forrn of exponentials, {) = A exp(-o_ + "'_)Zns, are tried and
the results are investigated, mainly, for the largest values of/x. the
damping _actors. Here, as usual when the exponent is imaginary with
c_ and b real, sis the damping coefficient and b is the main frequency
indicator; al so i -- 1_q'l-,
l_,_sic De, "_n Relations
"fne essential conclusions of the analysis can be briefly stated.
m , case of the two-pendulum damper, when the dampix, g rate, a, is
_ not at maximum and the hinge friction is higher than optimum, the
following expression holds:
1)3 -
_ _ = (p"- +Kzsz
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This expression is given entxrely in terms of the dimensionless para-
meters used by Haseltine. In terms of real design parameters, his
parameters are:
mh 2 m2h 2 L 2
_=--B - =- B!
A
6= -_-- 1
a reaL
p= _-= --[--
k k
K= mL---_2L_ =EF
To repeat some symbols, the real physical parameters are:
A = polar moment of inertia of the main body
B = transverse moment of inertia of the main body
I = moment of inertia of a pendulum about its binge
axis
L = length of the pendulum from the hinge axis to the
c.g.
a = distance of the pendulum hinge pin from the
symmetry axis of the main body
h "-height of the pendulum c. g. above the c.g. of the
m ain body
k = pendulum-hinge coefficient of friction in "torque =
-k(0"
m = mass of the pendulum b_b
t_ = polar spin of the main body in radians/second
It is seen that a maximum value, or a resonance condition, occurs
when
-_ 8z._ p=
When K is small, a better approximation for the damping factor
is simply
K
o_= T-
t:
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These two expressions represent _ poorly at a value of K which satisfies
both of them {Fig. 20). However, a good first approximation to optimurn
hinge friction is obtained by their simultaneous solution. Under the
resonance condition this solution is
/
Both the analogue solutions of the equations and the experimental data
show that the actual optimum K lies somewhat higher than that given by
this formula.
. . •
Referring again to the tuning criterion, p = 6 , tn dimensional de-
sign parameters, this is
or
v a
for the simple pendulum, as given on page 25. It is to be noted that this
resonance formula was found in a less rigorous fashion and given pre-
viously in Ref. 3. There, incidently, a modifying tel-m is included
which indicates that a longer arm would be resonant, and therefore
more effective at larger nutation angles,. _,
° " "
LX--I _I
From this, one might suspect that two pendulums of unequal length would
: be more effective in damping out large 'nutation amplitudes than two
pendulums would be. However, no conclusive test for this added term
was made. For the record, a brief derivation of this formula is given
._ in Appendix C.
It is instructive to luok again, also, at the expression for the
nutation-damping coefficient, _, simplified for the resonance condition,
but this time in terms of the dimensional parameters, that is,
_ _A 3 (mhL) 2
: _= .
{A- B}B3 k
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I-tere the parameters have been grouped according to whether they
pertain to the basic satellite or to the pendulum nutation-damper mech-
;_ anism. Note that _ increases as the square of the pendulum mass,
length, and distance from the satellite c.g. However, these cannot
be increased without limit, for the stability criterion muet be observed.
P Placement Acr uracy and Vehicle Balance
Good dynamic balance of an entire space vehicle is very important
-_ since an uncaged pendulum nutation dampe_ can increase any unbalance.
_,_'-' It has been stressed that the intended spin axis must be the _xis of
maximum moment of inertii. Basically, a dynamic balancing process
'_ consists of rearranging mass until this inertial axis and the symmetry
;_4 or desired spin axis coincide.
,2
?
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The vehicle will normally be balanced while the damper twin-
pendulums are caged, that is, clamped in place along a straight line
through the hinge axes. During vehicle flight in steady state, the
pendulums wiU be free to swing and wiU align themselves radially from
the final spin axis. Ifthis spin axis falls on the iine connecting the
pendulum hinges, the initialbalance of the vehicle will be undisturbed.
If, however, the damper is placed poorly in the vehicle, or ifthe vehicle
is improperly balanced so that the principal dynamic axis falls a short
distance away from the line between the hinges, the pendulums will not
be aligned in steady state and will therefore create additional u,balance.
From this, a basis ior the placement tolerance in the vehicle fabrication
and assembly can be obtained. The allowable residual equilibrium un-
balance will be determined by the vehicle mission and the instruments
within the vehicle.
The following relations were derived for two types of fabrication
problems, tbat is, balance, and damper placement. First, assume that
a perfectly made damper unit is precisely placed on the symmetry axis
of a vehicle. However, a dynamic balancing error displaces the prin-
cipal axis of inertia an angle, Ou, away from the symmetry axis. The
uncaged damper will then increase the unbalance to _R as follows:
_ -_ e u
!
_ whe re
2mhRL
and all other syr_bols are as before.
Next, assume that the satellite with damper installed and caged is
balanced perfectly such that the principal inertial axis is coincident
with the symmetry axis, but that the damper is placed a distance, d,
ofi' the symmetry axis in a directional normal to the line between the
hinges. The uncaged damper will then create a dynamic unbalance,
0 d, as follows:
ed -
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Summary of Design Criteria
To recapitulate, the basic design criteria for the twin-pendulum
damper are as follows:
I. Stability criterion is expres-_ed by the quantity, S, which must
be greater than unity:
S = (A- Bla >i
2mh2L
2. A measure of nutation damping effectiveness is
"4
_: _15+ l)3 KOOf----
; (O-
or, at resonance
where 0 = 8 Z,
' _R _-_ 113
_ 3. The resonance condition is
2
_ 0"5
? or _._
_ 4. A good estimate for optimum hinge friction is
_i x " 0 1)3 :
- 1.2
_;_; However, final adjustment by experiment should ue made.
_i 5. Placement tolerance: Ideally, the vehicle axis of maximum
_ moment of inertia intersects the midpoint of the line between the pen-
}_2 dulum damper hinge pins. (I) Srna11 displacem _t of the axis
_ this line changes nothing but the resonance situation. (2) Sma_-
:_ placement of the axis a w.ax from the line changes the equilibrium
'_ position of the pendulu-'n_s, thereby creating o: increasing unbalance.i
.: 43
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For displacemont owing to dynamic unbalance, eu, total unbalance
is
_R=(-T-_T) Ou
For displacement caused by damper offset, d, resulting unbalance is
0 d =
where
ZmhZL
FULL-SCALE DYNAMICAL SIMULATOR
To facilitate the design and fabrication of a nutation damper for the
S-6 satellite, two different full-scale _imulators were used. The first t
one, the laboratory model (Fig. Zl ), was made similar in design to the
table models; the transverse moment of inertia could be vax'ied easily.
The second simulator consisted of the No. 4 prototype model of the S-6
i satellite sphere, modified so that it could be mounted at its center on
: the universal bearing. The areas of primary interest in the constrac-
?7. tion of a full-scale simulator are the bearing, the alignment and bal-
ancing methods, and the nutation damping tests.
. ,.._'..,"_ . . ;_,,_. .. ., ..... ...,._,., ,
_ ,, , x\
" t ¢_" '
} % II. / "
I'%11- ,1 JIlL ,' " ""
' FIG. Zl. Full-Sc.-Ie Dynamical Simulator.
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Bearing
Since ball bearings were adequate for the small-model simulators,
it seemed reasonable at least to try "hem for the full-scale model. The
universal bearing was made from Chevrolet "pick-up" U-joint parts.
So that one yoke of the joint would be stationary, it was screwed onto
i the top of a stiff upright supporting post. The shank of the other yoke
was modified to accept the spi_ axis bearings (Fig. 2Z).
NUTATION DAMPER
4'
z:
i"
AND MOMENT-
:' RATIO CONTROL
_ / ,_ DISKS
g
£ '\
? \
_ s s
._. SCALE
FIG. 22. Upper _/oke and l_earings of the Dynamical
Simulator.
_ To rninimize friction, the grease-packed roller bearings of the
U-joint cross were replaced by standard sized New Departure (N. D. )
_ QOL0I ball bearings. The spin bearings were N.D. QOLO5 ball bear- '
ings. All bearings were the angular contact type intended to take full
axial loads. All bearings were of instrument quality and were lubricated _
with a low viscosity high-pressure oil All bearing mounts were de-
• signe_ to permit application of an axial preload, although only a slight
1965017459-053
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preload was given. Light axial-loads were expected in tbe cross bear-
ings and a unidirectional axial-load in the spin bearings. Lateral
bearing play could not be al]owed, and the light preload insured this
condition.
Alignment
To simulate the space environment of a rotating sphere, on which
there are essentially no outside torque_, the c.g. of the body must be
at the center of all rotation. In a three-axis gimbal then, all three
axes must intersect at a single point, namely at the center of the cross-
piece in the U-joint.
The bearing seats on the U-joint cross were carefully machined so
that the two transverse bearing axes very nearly intersected, and at
very close to 90 degrees. This alignment was checked by measure-
rnents on the controlling surfaces with a Mann comparator of near 1-
micron accuracy. The problem remaining was to align the third or
polar spin-axis with the intersection of these transverse bearing axes.
The initialmachining of the spin-bearing seats in the upper yoke
did not put the spin axis close enough to the transverse bearing axis in
this yoke. To provide adjustment, an eccentric sleeve was made to fit
(thumb press) over the reduced yoke spindle. The outside diameter of
the sleeve fittedclosely (thumb press) the bore of the spin bearings.
By rotating the eccentric sleeve, the spin axis was adjusted until it
intersected the transverse axis in the yoke. Adjustment of the other
trRnsverse axis was made by moving the entire yoke with respect to
the cross by means of the preload adjvstment caps in this upper yoke.
i It should be noted that the position of the lower (or fixed) yoke with
regard to the cross did not affect the alignment or balance problems.
i Measurement of alignment was made with the aid of two dial indi-
cators contacting surfaces on the cross The assembly was held by
, the spin bearings, permitting rotation about the spin axis. One indi-
i_ cabot was used to insure normal attitude of the cross, while the other
measured the cross displacement from the spin axis.
This bearing alignment procedure was usually satisfactory. How-
ever, the final test came after the full-scale model was mounted,
balanced, and spun. Any residual misalignment was evidenced by a
slow precession always to one side. It was then necessary to note the
direction of error (90 degrees from the direction of precession} and to
remove the universal assembly to make a correction.
In the first full-scale sirnulator (laboratory model}, the intrinsic
symmetry was sufficiently good that alignment of the assembly about
the spin-bearing axis was nc problem, and very little a,_ust,_ent to
u i i ,
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balance was needed for initial testing. However, when a simulated
batte':y pack was mounted on the disks, balance became a problem.
Later when the No. 4, S-6 prototype was used, both mounting and
considerable balance adjustments were necessary.
To provide access to the center of the prototype satellite sphere
through its base, the dummy lower mass spectrometer (Fig. 1) was
removed, and the attachment fitting (also shown in Fig. 1) was cut out
farther, leaving in the sphere an 8-inch diameter hole. An adapter
:_ unit (Fig. 23) for rz:ounting the universal bearing was fabricated,
_i consisting of (I) a three-tiered disk, which bolted onto the bottom of
the main instrument platform in the satellite_ and (Z) a threaded cy-
_ linder, which could be screwed up or down within the disk. In the top
_ of the cylinder, the spin bearings were mounted and by screwing the
cylinder up or down, the c_ g. of the prototype could be brought to the
level of the cross bearing axes.
A jig for holding dial indicators was made to align the adapter unit
to the satellite shell. The spin-bearing shaft, to which this jig was
bolted, was fixed in the satellite but did not spin with it, and the shaft
protruded through and above the adapter unit. An indicator, contacting
:: the top of the main joint (Fig. 1) of the _ower hemisphere of the satellite
i (with the upper hemisphere removed), indicated tilt of the spin axes
which was corrected by means of shims between the adapter and the
_ main instrument platform. Indicators on the outsides of both the main
i_ joint (large ring) and the attachment fitting (small bottom ring) of the
satellite showed offset error and also checked tilt. Slightly oversize
_" bolt holes in the adapter disk permitted the desired lateral ccrrections
_ to be made.
i
Balance
1 As stated previously, the laboratory model required little attention
i for alignment and balance because it was inherently symmetrical in
design. The prototyp,; satellite, however, required careful static and
dynamic balance and with the single universal bearing mount, definitions
of these quantities are in order. For static balance, the c.g. of a satel-
lite must coincide with the intersection of the three perpendicular
. bearing axes. For dynamic balance in addition to static balance, the
,_ axis of greatest moment of inertia must be made to coincide with the
symmetry axis of the satellite. It should be noted that for all balancing
: operations, the nut_tion damper was clamped (or caged) in neutral
po s itio n.
A
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SPIN BEARING PUSH FIT
ND QOLO 5, 2 REQ_ ,l-I.8.50-_I .FACE["! SURFACE
-,1. 690=
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I
i
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20 THREADS PER IN.'-'---,, _. LOCK RING
/
_ SATELL',TE
T ////II PLATF°RM
• 9.25 DIA _1
'-" 8 EQUALLY SPACED 0 25 DIA BOLT HOLES, 1.3 25 BCF- " "
_. 3-TIERED DISK OF 15.0 DIA BOLTED 1'0 PLATFORM
FIG. 23. Univerlal Bearing, S._tellite Adapter Unit.
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Probably the best static balance of a simulator can be made with
the simulator spinning. A strain gage (or other) pickup on one side of
the supporting post will indicate the location and amount of unbalance
in the horizontal plane containing the transverse axes. To detect
vertical disFtace:nent of the c. g., the spinning sim'tla+.or can be tipped
.
{ so that the spin axls is not vertical. The moment caused by gravity
• will then give the vehicle a circular precession, the direction of which
: is easily detected. -
No doubt because the bearings were of high quality, very good
static balance was obtained when the simulator was not spinning. Both
horizontal and vertical unbalance "were observed equally well by tipping
the supporting post until it was horizontal. With the sp,n axis weightt, d
to maintain a horizontal position, the heavy side of the simulator was
,i allowed to settle downward. This heavy side was then rotated 90 degrees ,
and balanced there with calibrated weights on the opposite side ,'Fig. Z4).
The corresponding moments about the vertical and horizontal axe_
were computed, and equivalent moments were established by permanently
mounted weights in6ide the sphere, and by screwing the adapter cylinder
._ up or down.
i
q,
_" v
FIG. Z4. Arraneementa/or Satellite Balancing.
.................. 49
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In So-he cases, good horizontal static balance was obtained with the
simulator in a nor*hal upright position. The calibrated weights were
merely placed o_n the closure ring of the sateUite until balance was
found.
The dynamic balance proc_dr, r_. wa_ more interesting'. First, to
facilitate adjltatment, three special _eights on threaded s_fts were
installed inside th_ prototype satelii_e at almost equalll spaced posi-
tions close to the _]cin (Fig. ZS). These positions were indica_.ed for
weights in Goddard Space Flight Center Drawing No. J-$6-74.
After this preparation, the-sphere was spun to 3 or 4 rps which
provided good gyroscopic stiffness, that is, angular momentum, and :
a small amount of friction was applied manually near the spin axis.
This soon removed aU nutational vibration and the spi_ was stabilized
about the axis of greatest _oment of inertia. With the sphere in _.his
condition of spin, a piece of soft chalk, held lightly on the sphere near
the symmetry axis, drew a good circle, the cent-_r of which was the
actual spin axis at that time. The sphere was then stopped and a divider
or compass was used to find the center of the marked circle. The extent
and direction to which this cen_er was displaced from the symmetry axis
of the sphere was a measure of the dynamic unbalance to be corrected
by moving the internal weigh+.s.
For the initi_l tri_ls when unbalance was large, c_,aik marks on the
metal sphere surface were satisfactory. For final adjustment, how-
ever, a circular disk of drawing paper was glued to the sphere, con-
centric with the symmetry axis, so that precise circles could be drawn
on the paper with a sharp pencil. Unbalance indication of less than
one-sixteenth of an inch, or about I0 minutes of angle was easily mea-
sured by this method.
/• , - , ; •
• , o
C
_ _ ¢_....
....=._.--:-_ . .....-. i., .,. ,
,-_.._ :: _.__,,_..-_. " ._R; _,_
FIG, Z5, Weight for Dynamic _alancinffAdjustment.
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Moments of Inertia
=. .-,
After alignment and balance were completed, weight and moments
of i-._. rtia were measured on the prototype satellite. Although this
prototype c_tained a full complement of dummy instruments and
b_.tteries, in an arravgem,.._nt expected to be final, many and extensive
cha,lges were subsequently made before the satellite was finally launched.
' For the moment of J_ertia measurements, a 0. 125-inch-dia_aeter
steel wire about 8 feet long was attached to the sphere to form a torsion
pendulun_ The wire was calibrated with the steel disks made for the
full-sca!e !.aborator7 model simulator. The period with *.he 370-pound
prototype was about 30 secon6s.
It was anticipated that the satellite, complete with dumr._y instru-
ments and batteries, would not have equal transverse moments of
inertia. Therefore, more than one transverL_ measurement was need-
ed, and it wao desirable to ascertain a minimum number. In one
determination, meast:re_nents were made --t four orientatio_ angles: 0,.
45, 90, and 135 degrees from the + y axis, and a fifth angle at 180 de-
grees to check the 0-degree reading (Fig. Z6). This method appeared
10.20,--- 10.20
I-
t,.
I0.00 I0.00
o \ /_ J1'/'1
- I 2 -
9.80n.-
t_J
g
o
I--
Z
,._ 9.60
0
Q:
> 9.40
_9
-.,.,
o
9.20 _ --_-L---- _ I , ......
270 3_5 0 45 90 135 180 225
ANGULAR POSIT=ON, ,',, DEGREES
FJG. Z6. Variation of Tran=verse Moment of Inertia with
A,_.guiar Pos itiora
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= to determine the n_axirnum and minimurr values very well when a sine: :_
curve was faired in by eye. A least squares fitting technique 7 was alqo
suggested. This technique act_ally does not take very long to perform
since there are _o few data P0i_ats.
One znight obtain sufficient information from on!9 three measure--
ments separated by 45 degrees, however, this would provide no redun-
dancy to reduce experimental e:rror. Further, if the three points
should happen to be like Z, 3, and 4 in Fig. Z6, there would be danger
of misinterpretation wherein the existence of points 1 and 5 might not
be realized.
FULL-SCALE NUTATION-DAMPING TEST.S - .
Damping Measurements : '-
: l_ieasurements of nutation damping on the I_o. 4 prototype of the -.
S-6 sateUite were made both visually and photo_raphicaUy. The visual
measurement was much faster, of course, and actually gave a good
measure of the essential results. The proceduze _etup, _hown by Fig.
Z7 and ZS, shows the scale, grid, and clock arrangement near the model
' , . . •
• . -_ %
i _ _.._,:,._? • ,
_. • .,_',.,,......,.. _.
i ,• ,,, . . '?,'-_ ..
__' . •
#
I FIG. 27. S-6 No. 4 Prototype TestDynamical Setup.
7U. S. Naval Ordnance Test Station. Dynamic Stability Investigation
for the NASA Atmospheric Structure Satellite (S-6), Progress Report
VIII, by H. L. Ne_kirk. China Lake, Calif., NOTS, 3 August 1961.
(NOTS Technical Note 4085-155.
---- i [
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: The satellitt was accelerated
to the desired spin by means of a
__:._ _._. =_-_; ,_,_Jm 0.5-inchelectric dri11 turning a
______-z 'E_ _ 6-inch-diam'tcr rubber-tired cart
.- wheel. This function no mall_ e-
i_,_.,_=_'!i _,' quiredtw°men' °ne-t°°Peratethe
• " drill and one to steady the satellite
_.... _" by placing his gloved hand on
...... " _ ..... "_-_-"m smooth spindle, indicating the top of
'_-. :-- Jf the symmetry axis. Maximum
speeds were from Z. 5 to 3 rps.
_ _ ' - It was difficult to induce a sig-
,-_: .... __. ___[_ i\_-,_,- : - _., nificant amount of nutation with a
-_'_--;_:___- ..iih_ single blow on the spindle of the
•.:. . ..,,'-..".'_o satellite, However, any desired
•._ "__ -_-- " amplitude could be obtained easily
.. \6 4.
.... _ s "by rnanually pushing the spindle
_: sideways in a spiral motion. The
, :"_:_-.......-_ action appeared to be like that of
.-_!,. _' producing a fast circular precession
_.._ _.,:._:'," ,',-i.','-- . by application of a force norrv_l to
___'_-_ the instantaneous motion of the
; _ spindle, and then removing the force
,'-__: __---_':-'_ suddenly.
• U__ :_ viewed from the side at a point about
level with the top, the spindle ap-
-"'___:,___a___ -- peared to oscillate back and forth
• , , \_ in front of the linear scale, shown
_ ' in Fig. Z8. (An observer should be
,_"__:.__"_ " " as far away as possible to minimizeparallax error. ) Good visual mea-
"_,_ _ __,, . , . •_. , surements of nutation-damping can,r ' " _" be made in this way if a stop-watch
;_::_i i _ is started when the oscillation of
, : the spindle is at an amplitude of,
4 " i say, 4 inches and stopped at 0. 5
' inch. This method corresponds to
a half-angle of about 6 degrees maxi-
.. ,__ " " mum and a factor of 8 decrease. To
• _ , determine spin at these low rates, the
" _ turns of the vehic_.e can be counted,
.......... and the time for ten or twenty turns
FIG. 28. Nutation-Damping can be measured accurately enough
,¢
°' Test Metric Film. with the stopwatch. A sample o,_ data
,_: obtained in this way is shown in
Table Z.
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TABLE Z. Sample Visual Nutation-Da,nper Measurenaents:
NASA S-6 Satellite, No. 4 Prototype With
: : Pendulum- Damping Units
t_a b b a b b -tl0 t20 tN tl 0 t20
A. Unit B (1,635-cp fluid in hinge; k c = 0. 017 Ib-ft-sec/radian)
7. 19 ..... 6. 14 .... ; ....
8.20 5. 64
6.89 ......... _:_ .........
, • . a . ® . ,o •
a
4.68 9.30 5. Z0 .........
_,_ ......... _ .........
5 65:6, 95 ...................
5. 78 I I. 46 ,.t. 90 .........
_:_ ......... 4.46 .........
6.18 ......... 4. 92 _. .....
6.70 ............. 9. 60 19. 25
7.47 ......................
B. Unit C (3, Z80-cp fluid in hinge; k c = 0. 032 lb-ft-sec/radian)
3. 50 . 5.35 ......... -
_:_)_ _:_;_ s.8o
3.8o ......... _:_ .........
_. 3t_ ......... 6. O0 .........
4. Z7 ..... 6.80 .........
_tl _ 6. Z8 .........
5:()4 10:07 ' 6.80 .........
; .,,. ,..., 7. 15 14. Z35.zz .. .... ... _:_ .... .... .
4. 75 ......... 8.25 .........
I 5. ZO 8. 40
_:;_ .......................
i i Ii iiiii L _ ii1 ii IJ III i I i
at N is time (see) for nutation to change from 5. 6 to o. 7 degrees,
or 0o/0 = 8. 0. At nutation angles larger than about 5 degrees, the
pendulum arms hit their stopa.
btl 0 and t20 are times {sec) for 10 and 20 turns of the satellite.
•, ct--j_-" _ _" _ ,¢¢_." , tr._¢."_ , 1.." _._ t'- --a-="
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With these data obtained visually, a figure can be determined for the
damping coefficient, ¢z, in the expression iF.,
e
= exp -(X (Z Irst)
where st is the number of turns between the nutation amplitudes 0o and
i 0. Many such measurements can be made quickly, and delay for film
developing and reading is not necessary.
More detailed information could be obtained with the aid of a moving
picture camera, located as far as possible "co the side of the satelli:e.
:_ The camera lens was located at the level of the spindle, which protruded
• from the top of the satelli_e. For v_sual measurements_ the eye was
located at the same level. The camera was set for 3Z :frames per
second, producing ten or more pictures per turn of the satellite. It is =
desirable, however, to reduce the camera shutter-angle in Order to get
': short exposure time. A 45-degree shutter angle at 3Z frames per --
second gives a I/256-second exposure, producing ie-Js than a 3-degree
smear if the simulator is turning at Z rps. Black &nd white high-speed
film was used with phota _loodlights in this setup.
"I
i In Fig. 28, the top of the satellite is viewed through a grid by
means of an overhead mirror° The grid, made of cords accur%tely
spaced one inch apart, was placed about Z inches above the spindle of
the satellite so that parallax would be minimized. The tip of the spindle
was Z0 inches above the center of the universal bearing. The clock in
the picture was standard until a fourth hand that made one turn per
second was added, making it fairly easy to interpolate to one-twentieth
of a second. With this kind of setup, both the orientation and th_ magni-
_ tude of the nutation angle can be measured as functions o_ time.
< ]Much of the data, obtained by the visual method from tests of the
final production dampers on the final configuration of the S-6 satellite
No. 4 prototype, are shown in Table 3. The test data are arranged in
_ order of increasing hinge-fluid viscosity. This is reflected in the
_ values for dimensional hinge-friction coefficient, k. Two corresponding
: non-dimensionalcoefficients, K, that depend on spin are given. A graph
of these data is shown in Fig. 29; the damping coefficient, _, is plotted
• against the non-dimensional hinge-damping coefficient, K. The theo-
• retical curves, K/4, and the inverse relation are included.
At least the general form of these relations is supported by the
: data. In particular, it is interesting _.o note (Tables _ and 3) how the
nutation damping varies with spin in any one test. For low values of k,
damping time, t, decreases for lower spin, and fewer turns are re-
quired for the given decrement. At higher values of k, the damping time
actually increases at lower spin, although the number of turns to damp
does not change much with spin.
.... ,:_ 55
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/
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m
FIG. zg. Nutation-Damping Dependence on Pendulum
Hinge-Friction; Theory ang Data Compared.
Special Experiments
It is to be noted that two special experiments were made, the first
on the effect of the wet battery fluid, .and the second to determine air-
damping.
Wet and Dr)- Batteries. The firat experiment, a test for the nutation-
, damping"effect of fluid in c}_e battery pack, involved the most work.
-_ Spent Sil_,ercel batteries of various sizes were obtained to make L,p the
pack (as shown in NASA drawing No. J-$6_74). These batteries first were
packed on the lower disk of the full-scale laboratory-model simulator
and preliminary runs were made. Figure 30 shows this unit being swung
"_ for transverse moment of inertia. The nutation decay was not detectably
i different from that for the rigid body.
.......... ............ 57 ,
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FIG. 30. Full-Scale Dynamical Simulator with
Wet Battery Pack and Early Pendulum Damper
Being Swung for Transverse MoT.nent of Inertia.
As soon as the No. 4 prototype became available, the wet batteries
were installed in the battery boxes (included with the prototype)_ and
damping tests were made. These batteries were then replaced bv
dummy batteries made of wood and loaded with lead slugs and lead shot.
As initially received, however, the lead in these dummies was loose --
and required potting with a plastic compound before t_.ey could be used
in the nutation-damping test. Again, no difference between the nutation
damping with the wet batteries and with the dummy dry batteries was
detected.
The conclusion was not that the wet batteries had no effect on
nutation damping. Nevertheless, whatever effect existed was well below
that of the pendulums with minimum hinge-friction, which damped
nutation by a f_ctor of 8 in a_ut 40 seconds, In comparison, for both
the rigid body and the w_ battery-loaded satellite, the same nutation
decrease required about ten times as long, or over 5 minutes. During
this time, spin changed by a significant percentage. It was concluded
1965017459-066
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that to determine the darv,ping effect of the battery fluid, a much more
elaborate experiment would have been needed. Air or, fluid bearings
and evac_ated room environment might have been necessary, and, in _._
particular, fast methods of changing from the wet to the dry condition
with the required balancing would have been needed (or two identical
models could have been used).
Air-Damping. The second experin_ent was performect to determine
the e_fect of air on the nutation-damping tests. The No. 4 prototype
was moved to the NOTS All-Weather Environmental Chamber for these
tests. This ch_.mber is a 1Z-foot square room in which pressure,
temperature, and humidity can be controlled, and, particularly, T
changed rapidly to simulate aircraft climbs to high altitude and return.
._ Observations we:c made inside the chamber with a GSAP electrically
operated camera (50-foot magazine), and from cutside the chamber with
an Eastman "Special" camera (i00-foot film roll}, viewing the satellite
through a window. To start nutations for the tests, the aid of a Navy _
_t-aircraft pilot, with pressure suit and oxygen eq'lipment, was enllsted. '_
Two simulated ascents were made to a pressur_ _altitude of about
60,000 feet, corresponding to one-tenth atmosphere cf pressure. For
one ascent the pendulum nutation-dampers were caged, and for the
other ascent they were uncaged. One caged-damper start w_s recorded,
: and about eight uncaged-damper starts were made before spin became
!._. too low, making descent necessary in each caee. These tests were
made on II August 1961 and were followed immediately by control runs
_'_ at standard l-atmosphere pressure.
-_.
The intention was to make a_.y _djustments in the procedure four_,d
necessary after inspection of the film and _hen to make additional
ascents as necessary. However, the experiments were i:_terrupted by
rain stormdamage to the pumping and refrigeration eq_tipment of the
chamber, and -¢urther testing (withirL a reasonable time) b_.carne impossi-
_ ble. Therefore, these were the only data obtained.
Again, it was felt that rcsults were inconclusive because for th_
_ caged ruvs, it appeared that nutation damping was _ess at c)ne-tenth of
an atmosphere than it was at one atmosphere. In the uncaged runs, ;
_ nutation damping was greater at one-tenth of an atmosphere, Spin
_ deceleration was significantly less at one-tenth atmosphere. If nutation
damping for th'- caged case had been less in thick air than in thin,
._ one might ju_thy it by reasoning that polar-spindeceleration _rom air
should have been higher than the corresponding cross-spin deceleration. _
,_:_ This effect would be roach less pronounced fox" the uncaged case since
,_!ii time for each test was much shorter. This rationati_ation, however,
*_'!,,_ was not given a chance.
7
?
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It should be noted that there are a number of photographic records
of tests made on the full-scale models which have not been thoroughly
analyzed. After data sufficient for the development problem, had been
obtained from a test, activity continued with the design or the production
work. Analysis of detailed model-motion, in the hope of increasing
basic understanding, was not done. A few of the better records may be
so analyzed at a later date.
General Comment
It may be amply evident from the foregoing that highty accurate
measurements of nutation damping were not attempted. For the S-6
satel|ite, the requirement was to damp out nutations "in the order of
minutes. " The effect of air drag at the surface of the earth would pro-
bably do this to the dynamic model even if the bearings were perfect.
Instead, the attempt has been to make valid comparative tests. It is
confidently felt that this type of testing permits the detection of any
significant and perhaps even fairly small effects; it certainly allows
sufficiently accurate selections of optimum design conditions for a pen-
dulum nutation-dampeT which is effective in the order of seconds. It is
apparent, therefore, that the use of the simplified experimental appara-
tus has been justified.
SU MMAB Y
From early experiments with small-model dampers, it was con-
cluded that a pendulum-type nutation damper would be particularly
advantageous for use in the NASA S-6 (Explorer 17) sat, ire that was
subsequently launched in April 1963. Repo- ed here _.re the experi-
ments which confirmed the tuning condition, and, particularly, a new
parameter relationship that was found, which controls a region of
instability or undesir_:ble performance. Further experimentation is
reported which shows that (i) tuning is sharper for spherical- than for
planar-pendulum dampers, (_) compound pendulums are not advantageous
for obtaining compactness with tuning effectiv_.-_ss, and (3) viscous
hinge-friction is necessary for _trong n_tation damping. In particular,
the best nutation damping was obta_-,ed when hinge friction was near
critical pendulum damping for the centrifugal ¢_rce field in which it
operated. Approximate relations between the basic design parameters
are _iven, based upon an associated theoretical stu¢'y.
Full-scale dynamical testing is discussed which confirms the small-
model experiments. In tests to determine the influence of (l) fluid in
wet batteries used in the satellite, and (_) air-damping iv, the cxperl-
ments, it was (ound that these effects were too small to be determined
with the test setups used. The tested effects, however, were at least
a factor of ten below the damping of the nutatio-., damper when least
effective, that is, with essentially zero hinge friction.
60
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Damper en, ironment in the satellite is stated in the h_troduction,
and a full list of BuWeps drawings is given for the __all-scale damper
design. In addition, some design consideratious for the critical hinge,
withprovision for viscous friction, and for an uncaging device are
discussed.
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Appendix A
PENDULUM HINGE- FR ICTION- COEFFICIENT
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
The properties of the nutation damper pendulums, were most easily
determined by swinging them in the gravity field of the earth. For this,
Newton's law is written in the followL..g form (small-angle approximation
accepted):
oe
I8 + k8 + c0 = 0
where
I = moment of inertia of the pendulum about its hinge
axis
k = hinge-damping torque coefficient
c = the restoring moment coefficient
8 = angular displacement from the vertical
The coefficients I, k, and c are to be found. _"
First, note that
i c= mgL
where
m = pendulum ma_s
L = distance from the hinge axis to the pendulum
center of gravity
= gravitational acceleration of the earth
These properties are most easily measured directly, using a balance
and knife edge for m and L.
Note, also, that
I = re(L" + p_}
_ 62 .
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whe re
_)= radius of gyration of the pendulum about its center of gravity.
The solution of the differentialequation is of the form
O = _A iexp(-).it)
where
)'I,Z =c,_ 4a a- #s
and
k
a;_l-
and for all i > 2,
A.- 0
1
Three different kinds of motion are typified by the nature of the radical
term in )'i as follows:
Oscillatory when _ <
Over damped when c_>
Critically damped when o_=
Each type of motion presents a different problem for finding the remain-
; ing coefficients I and k.
J
< The determination of k is simplified greatly if I can be found first.
_ by swinging the pendulum with the hinge friction reduced to a negligible
value. This was easily done with the pendulum dampers by assembling
_ the hinge with the ball bearings only, omitting the fix.d inner cylinder
_, of the viscous friction mechanism. The time, t n, for a large number
of swings, n, is then measured by means of a stopwatch, and I is com-
_ puted as follows:
c
I=--- 2
,
t
m
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or
where _ is the frequency expressed in radians/second and is actually
'.he quantity measured here. Thiq is an approximation t.o
c c k
ZW :
for
k---_ O.
Oscillatory Case
For the oscillator_, case with a significant amount of hinge friction,
the amplitudes of several successive swings of the pendulum are ob-
served by letting the pendulum swing in front of _ grid. Sufficiently
good observation can be made visually since the frequency is not high;
although continuously moving film photography would be used for better
accuracy. The exact formula for the damping coefficient is
,ok= _ In e-_
where 80 and 8n are the amplitudes, respectively, of a selected initial
swing and the n th one thereafter. Here. W contains the damping coef-
ficient so that an iteration procedure is required for solution. However,
even when the damping is so high that the .amplitude decreases by a
factor of 10 in as few as 3 or 4 swings, the effect on frequency is small,
: of the order of I_. The following approximate formula can then be used:
8(.n )
_ k -----° In
_ whe r e
_ O
i
._,
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is the frictionless, nat_jral frequency in radians/second. Note that the
time for these swings is not used since large percentage errors can be
made in the stopwatch timing of the second or so required for so few
swings.
These formulas are derived from the general solution for the oscilla-
tory case with initial conditionr Oe and Oo ' namely:
8= C exp(-at) co,(wt - #)
where
1/Z
= - + za 8 +_z8
-. (g 0 0 0
e
-I 0
_= cos -C-
and
_ = -01 .
We let
t= 0
:i when
8=o
and later observations are made when
i; coslcOt- ¢ ) = I.
J _5_
<
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Over- Damped Case
For the over. damped case, the general solution can be written
{9 = A exp-((x-b)t - B exp-(_ +b)t
whe r e
A = 0o+ 5
o o
[
and _
b= _Z . 82 _
I
so that always b <(_.
The performance here was observed by using a General Radio
Strobotac, flashing at a known, slow rate to illuminate the pendulum
after ithad been displaced from vertical and released. A multiple
exposure picture was obtained during i'histime by means of a Polaroid-
Land camera held open for a l-second, or a bulb, exposure. The room
light was subdued and points near the pendulum tip and hinge axis were
prepared to give high-lights for measurement use. The vertical posi-
tion of the pendulum Was well spotted to provide a zero reference. The
data obtained were pendulum angles from vertical and time interval
between successive angles.
;¢ the damping is much greater than critical, such that b is signi-
ficant compared to _, curve-fitting or iterative methods for determin-
ing (x are required. Thc deviation from a simple exponential is shown
in the follow_ng form of t_e solution
,i', 80 L[sinhsinh_(bt+ ¢) ]_, 0 = exp ('(_ t) ....
whe re
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The ratio of hyperbolic sines in the square brackets can be much
different from unity for significant values of b, even for rather smali
values of t. L_ fact, for finite t the bracket does not in general con-
verge to unity as b approaches zero, that is, at critical damping.
Critical Damping
At critical damping the solution becomes
It is seen that only if the pendulum is started at a particular downward
< speed, can this bracket be unity. If, as in the tests, the pendulum
starts from rest (% = o) and is photographed at intervals beginning,
say, one-twentieth second later, this factor can be in the neighborhood
of three by the time 8/0 o is about I/8. This emphasizes the need for
the special data-reduction methods. However, the critical damping
condition can be used to estimate high hinge-friction coefficient. If a
small downward initial speed produces a single slight over-shoot, the
hinge coefficient is approxi._nately the crit,cal value, namely:
%
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Appendix B
HINGE-FLUID VISCOSITY SPECIFICATION AND MEASUR EMENT
The basic definition of Newtonian fluid viscosity, tJ, is given by
the formula
AV
F- s]d
where F is the tangential force required to move a surface of area, A,
at velocity, V, when separated from a similar surface by a distance,
d, and when the intervening space is completely filled by the fluid. If
the force is in dynes, the length in centimeters, and the time in seconds, !
the viscosity is in the units of poise (dyne second per centimeter2}. In
common use is the unit, centipoise (or 0. 01 poise}.
The nutation-damper hinges have closely spaced concentric
cylinders to provide the required viscous hinge-friction torque. In
the dynamical equation, the magnitude of this torque is
r=k
where _ is the angular velocity of the pendulum about its hinge pin and
k is the friction coefficient, the design quantity specxfied. The problem
is to determine the required corresponding fluid viscosity.
Applying the basic viscosity formula, the hinge torque is also given
by
(Liar &} (r_}
_'- d ryr
where r is the mean radius of the inner a,ldouter cylinders, _ is the
length of the shorter cylinder, and d is the separation between them.
(The final r here would better be (r + d/*2); however, since d is about
+_ 0. 004 inch and r is about 0, 350 inch, _*heapproximation is very good. }
_,. Since the nutation damper design formulas specify k and the cylinder
_ dimensxons, the desired v,iscosity determined from these relations is --
d
'_:
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: Note that the traits in this formula are centimeter-gram-second (cgs
: metric); in particular, the lengths are in centimeters and k in dyne-
centimeter-second per radish, which will give 17 in poise. ]For length_
: in inches and k in pound-inch-second per radian, the factor Z. 87 x 10 e
Z should be used to get rI in poise.
During the preparation of the silicone fluid for the hinges, it was
found that falling sphere measurement of viscosity was partfcularly
qnick and convenient (but usable only with clear fluids). However, a
_ large correction to the basic Stokes' formula was necessary to correct
!_ for container size. To make the measurement, a small steel bali-
bearing (0. 047-inch in diameter) was dropped through the fluid in a
cylindrical vial having an inside diameter of about 0. 80 inch. The times
_! for the ball to traverse two successive distances were noted. If the
_ velocities thereby obtained were nearly the same, terminal velocity
was assumed, at least for the second interval. Repeated drops were
_: made to obtain a good mean. The following formula was then used to
find the viscosity: ,
9V -z.104 +z.09
- 0.951-_1 ...J '
where
_ a = radius of the ball
,j
V = terminal velocity of the ball
. d I = density of the ball
d z = density of the fluid
_ R = inner radius of the cylindrical container
Again the units are centimeter-gram-second metric yielding l_ in
;:_ poises. In this formula, the bracket provides the container (or wall)
_! correction which is known as Fax_n's correctior_ (See, for example,
Champion and Davy, "Properties of Matter, " l_ilosophical Library,
,,_ Inc. , page 281 ) For the small bail used here, only the first-order
_._ correction was made and it was more than I0 pe-cent. Checks made
_ against fluid of reasonably well known viscosity gave confidence in the
_: fo r mula.
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Appendix C
TUNING DEPENDENCE ON AMPLITUDE OF NUTATION
In the general tbr .,.etical analysis of the motion of the simulator
with pendulum dar" ._rs, the b,_st dimensions for the arms and their
placement are ,e_ by
or, for a simple pendulum "
where
I = mL 2
its length is
This is called the resonance condition. O_e would expect that this rela-
tion could be obtained by looking at the s :mi_]cr problem of the pendulum
swinging in the centrifugal field in the spinning simulator and by saying
i that the natural frequency shou.td equal __he difference between the nuta-
tion and spin frequencies similar to the Frahrn vibration absorber.
This, in fact, had been done before the general analysis was ,..,.ndertaken
. and there is agreement for small, nutation-angles and low-h_n:_-friction.
The results differ, hcwever, hy showing the probable effect. ,_f 7urger
nutation-angles as well as the usual hinge-friction effect on n_ _,,;ral
frequency. It i important to _:ote here that whereas the re_u:_ of the
gener,-1 analysis are only approxir_ate because small angles _;_d angu-
lar rates (exce,'_. spin) at,, assu_,_ed, the following is li,,ai_. :,,, _._rimarily
because the nutation angle i_ assun_,:d to be constant.
i; In Fig. 31, note that the force vxerted by the Fend,_",._', t_ob is
_, F = ma,2b
_,, O
_" where b is measured from the instantaneous center ot rotation.
_'
'i'
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i AXIS OF SIMULATOR
l HO
(1__8 I"°No
' /lg
/CG OF SIMULATOR
FIG. 31. Centrifugal Field Parameters.
Note that
b sin_ = (a + d) s_.n_0,
From Fig. 31, note that mr
d _°T
P
i
i
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-_Iso,
w T = a;N sin8
and
A
B Cos8
P
L-.om which
d = h (A_ tan8
Here w o is the total angular velocity vector. It is resolved into two
components. #Jr along the symmetry axis of the simulator and w T
perpendicular fo it. The quantity w N is the frequency of nutation or
the angular velocity at which the axis of the simulator rotates about
the total angular mcmentum vector, H_, which is fixed in space because
qJ . •
there are no outside _.orques. The amplitude of nuzatlon is the angle 0.
In this simplified concept, the differential equation for the pendu]un_
is then
I_ +k_ +LFsincz= 0
- or
2[h taoe]sio00I'_"+ k_ x'` h 0
where
! - moment of inertia of the pendulum about its hinge
k - hinge-friction coefficient
A = polar moment of inertia of the simulator
B = transverse moment or inertia of the simulator
Other quantities are shown in the figure.
F
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L
The solution ehows that for _ not too la,_e, the natural frequency
(radians per second) is
/ mL (a +hA tan0)- (i_o) z
_8 ='_o I -6"
For a vibration absorber this should match
or
I_- I) Z = -_(a +h _I tan0) -I_ 2
If the hinge-friction term is neglected, .Rnd if we let
I = mL z,
then /.\
a + h {_ tan 0
L =
as give a in the body of the report.
The value of hinge-friction coefficient, which should give critical
damping, is _.ound here also
= Z(d _/mLI [a +h (_> tane]
; kc o
._ This is, of course, dependent on spin which creates the force eld.
I
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